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]Bangor March
Men1orializes Howard
by Fred Berger
I approached this year ' s Charlie Howard
M emorial March with excitement and
trepidation . Having attended the memorial
se rvices in both Bangor and Portland last
year, I recalled the beauty of those events
and the tremendous pride and strength 1 felt
from our community ' s response. But I also
remembered the fear I experienced marching through Bangor with no police protection and lots of harassmem from passing
cars. I had been shocked that people could
hurl hateful taunts at us on that occasion . It
is an understatement to say that things have
changed in the past year, but I had no idea
~hat to expect from this year's Bangor
march .
Two hundred of us marched calmly
through,downtown Bangor on Sunday evening, July 7. People carried signs reading
"Homophobia is a Social Disease" and
"Stop the Hatred". We sang Holly Near's
-. 'Singing For Our Lives'' . The harassment
was there but it was decidedly low key. A
passenger in Cine ~ar with ~ ·ew Hampshire
license plates yelled "I hat~- faggots" and
waved a I ife preserver . Men came out of the
many bars along the route to offer their slurred epithds. But the police controlled the
traffic and most passersby stood in respectful silence .

On returning to the Bangor Unitarian
Church , the marchers joined 50 to 100 people already assembled there. Represented in
the crowd, besides gay people, were
members of the Clergy and Laity Concerned (CALC), Maine NOW, The Bangor
Theological Seminary, Bangor area peace
and Central America groups, and other
groups .
Lee Nicoloff of the Bangor Area GayLesbian-Straight Coalition (BAGLSC) addressed the group first. She reminisced
about the events of one year ago and commented on the changes that have occurred
in Bangor in the past year. Nicoloff read a
. letter from Charlie Howard's mother in
which she thanked the gay community for
our past remembrances and asked if we
could hold a memorial on the one-year anniversary of Charlie's death. She requested
that someone throw a single red rose tied
with a lavendar and a white ribbon from the
bridge - for her. She warned us to ''be
careful of the crazies and people with closed
minds". N icoloff passed the collection
plates for donations to the still unpaid funeral
expenses .
Following Lee Nicoloffs remarks, JoAnn
D'Auphin_e e lead the group in singing. Tom
Wilson Weinberg also sang "I Am What I

'' Sexuality is :something we Americans have not
come to terms with.'' - Rev. Coffin
At. the bridge where Charlie Howard was
thrown to his death, we lined the railing and
silently threw flowers into the water, each
of us lost in our own thoughts . The silence
was broken only once by a s.hout of "Never
Again! "
,

Am" from "La Cage Aux Foiles " . Then
Barney Munson introduced the guest
speaker , Rev. William Sloan Coffin. We
learned that besides being a longtime civil
rights and peace. activist , Rev. Coffin had
once worked for the Central Intelligence

John Preston

''The problem, if Jerrl· Falwell would be more
honest about it, would be to choose whether we are
going to read the Bible for its ancient wisdom or for
its ancient and .outdated customs.'' - Rev. Coffin
Agency.
In his sp-eech Rev. Coffin talked about the
difficulty of achieving civil rights protection
for gay people. He said that in his years of
activism he has ''never seen any issue which
seems to tear people apart more than this
one." He said that the gay right1, struggle
is a long-term one, but that he was "convinced that time will show that just as the
'black problem' turned out to be a problem
of white racism, that just as the 'woman problem'· tu rned out to be a problem of male
chauvinism, so the 'homosexual problem'
will tum out to be a problem of homophobia
on the part of heterosexuals. "
Coffin claimed that churches must take a
leadership role in tackling the issue of sex-

uality. To date, he said, "The churches have
been about as helpful as an etnpty well
it comes to the issue of sexuality - let alone
homosexuality. ''
Coffin congratulated tl1e assembled people on the spirit in which we marched. He
spoke of the difficulty of remaining free of
hatred when confronting the bigotry and
hatred that we have _all seen. He said it is
a struggle to ' ' fight bigoted selfrighteousness without becoming oneself selfrighteous and oneself bitter and hardened . "
He said that anger· is necessary but it is
"creative if it is focused and if it is loving."
In conclusion Rev. Coffin urged us, through
our continued strength, to make sure that
Charlie Howard did not die in vain.
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Bangor ])etective Gets the Boot
For His Stand on Gay Bar
by Skip Brushaber
.Bangor Police Detec1tive Donald
O'Halloran has received a demotion for his
statements concerning the nee:d for a gay bar
in the Bangor Area. O ' Halloran had told a
reporter that he thought a gay bar in Bangor
was a good way to reduice attacks on
homosexuals. In an interview with The
Bangor Daily News, he said homosexuals
who cruise remote areas la1te at night are
often the victims of violence . The detective
stated a gay bar would minimize the risk to
~ these people.
,
O ' Halloran went on to say 1bat there could
be problems in a gay bar also, but it would
be a more controlled environment.
"You still might have some rednecks who
might want to start some trouble ,'' he said .
A short time after the interview appeared,
. O'Halloran was relieved of his position as
supervisor of the department ' s detective
di v ision in what was termed .. a lateral
· transfer.·· The transfer included a $2 ,500
pay cut.

O ' Halloran has retained the services of a
lawyer iri order to fight his demotion. His
lawyer, Marshall Stern, is quoted as saying
the transfer was "solely and exclusively the ,
result of O 'Halloran' s exercise in free
. speech."
Police Chief Woodhead has denied any
correlation between O'Halloran's transfer
and what he had said in the interview .
Woodhead went on to say that the treatment
of O 'HalJoran had nothing to do with the
police department's rocky relationship with
the gay community. Last summer, Bangor
gay Charlie Howard was beaten and thrown
off a bridge by three local teenagers.
Howard lost his life and the case received
nationwide attention. The Bangor Police
Chief has stated that BaQgor ' s gay population is "as well protected as other Bangor
citizens . "
Update: Detective O 'Halloran was recent. ly re instated in his original position.

State Supr«~me Court Rules
On "Tolerance Day"
by Skip Brushaber
On Friday July 12, 1985, the Maine
Supreme Court ruled that the Madison
School Board was within its rights to cancel
"Tolerance Day" in January of this year.
The school board cancelled the program at
Madison High School because one of the
proposed speakers was to be Dale McCormick, a lesbian political activist.
The board had alleged that they cancdled
the program because of "likely bomb
threats , '' a threaten~d srbotage of the
school's heating pla~t , and parent threaits of
picketing.
.
The case was brought to court by McCormick , David S;ilmitz , and Sonja Roach.
Solmitz is thP- teacher who proposed and
organized ' 'Tolerance Day.' ' Roach is a
fourteen ~·ear old student who contended that
her righ~s were infringed upon by not being
allowed to hear McCormick speak.
The unanimou~ vote by the court stated
that the school boarJ diJ not limit free
speech . The ruling upheld the decisio n of

Superior Court Justice Donald G . Alexander
that stated that homosexuals are not a protected class with any special protection
under state or federal law. The court stated
that McCormick suffered no discrimination
of her First Amendment rights of free
speech.
In the case of Sonja Roach, the court
restated .that she had no right to force her
ideas of curriculum at Madison High School
upon the school board. It went on to state
that none of her freedoms or rights
guaranteed by the Constitution of Maine or
The United States we.re denied .
In the case of Solmitz, the court denied
that the board had disciplined him, or told
him what to teach. The court stated that the
cancellation of " Tolerance Day" did not
"infringe on the rights of Teacher Solmitz
and did not impermissably restrict the free
marketplace of ideas at Madison High
School. "

CI assi tieds
To Friends and Patrons of :Spring Street
GYM:

Dear. Our Paper:

The GYM is now closed - after nearly
3 years of operation. I want to take this opportunity to thank. all of those who helped
make The GYM a friendlY, and comfortable
place to spend leisure_hours. Throughout our
exist1:nce we tried hard to provide a relaxed
space for men and women, with entertainment at no extra charge, and with a staff attentive to our patrons.
I especially want to thank our crew for
their good work and cooperation. Thanks to
Eddie Reid for two years of good times at
the piano bar. Thanks, too, to the management of the Underground, Backstreet,
Cycles, and Sportsman's Club, for their
· cooperation in business and on behalf of the
gay and lesbian community. Special thanks
to our good neighbor, Steve, at the Cafe.
And thanks to Bruce and Judy, my friends
and partners.
The GYM closes with good feelings about
' our 3 years, with memories of many good
times, with best wishes to all of our friends
and patrons, and with the hope that the lesbian and gay popl!_l~tion of Maine will continue to support establishments which
understand their interests, their needs, and
their budgets .
Sincerely,
Doug
An open letter to the Maine Lesbian and
Gay Community :
As I'm.sure you all know, on July 7 a year
will have_passed since Charli,~ Howard was
killed . For many, remembedng that ·event
will be very painful. On behalf of the staff
of the National Gay Task ,F orce, I am
writing to·let you know that CharHe ,andall
of you are in our thoughts. ,
For some, what happene:d to Charlie
would prompt a return to the silence and
isolation of the closet. But in Maine, it s~ms
to have had the opposite effect. When I
visited Maine.last November, I found a very
visible community unwilling to forget, and
able to transform anger into action. I found
a community that cared aboULt its members
and which recognized that when any gay or ,
lesbian person is attacked, so are we all .
I was also struck by the concern and
respect you showed for each other, even
when you disagreed. I felt uplifted and sustained -by meeting so many of you, and
returned to my job with a renewed sense of
purpose and hope. Thank you for keeping
the memory of Charlie alive:,~and for giving new life to the word "community."
Sincerely,
Kevin Berrill
NGTF Violence Project Coordinator

The members of the board of directors of
the Maine Health Foundation want to thank
the Woodfords Cafe staff and management
for their on-going support in the AIDS
related activities that we ' ve been working
with .
The Cafe has. dedicated all the money
raised from the sale of liquor on
Wednesdays to the Foundation.
· On-going civic concern and action such
as this is a model that we would hope that
many more gay businesses in the state would
follow. We hope your readers will take this
· type of community responsibility in mind
when they determine how to spend their
discretionary dollars.

On 100 secluded acres in New Hampshiire's
White Mountains, the HIGHLANDS INN
is a special place for friends and _lov~rs.
Beautiful mountiain views, charming
antique-filled · guest rooms with private
baths, and large gracioµs common areas
create a peaceful and pampered atmosph1;!re.
We have a swimming pool and miles of
walking trails at the inn, with golf, tennis,
hiking and antiquing nearby . This year come
to the mountains . The Highlands Inn, ]Box
1180P,
Bethelem,
N.H.
03574 ,
603-869-3978 , Grace and Judi, Innkeepers.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SDF. I am seeking to meet SF 35 to 45 for
long term relationship. I live in Bangor area.
My likes are good music , quiet times, Maine
history , walking , candlelight dinners, old
movies, sharing, caring, feeling , intelligent
conversation. Write Advertiser #1, c/o Our
Paper, P .O. Box 10744, Portland, Me.
.
04104.
Smooth, slim, young guy wanted by single,
bisexual male, young looking 36, 5 '7 ", 140
lbs., likes music and keeping fit. Send photo
and phone number to: Advertiser #3, c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Me .
04104 .

Maine and New Hampshire. ~ooking for
Ill I111111111111111 Ill I Illi Ill Ill llll Ill llllllllllllll II 11111111111111111111
submissive GMs 18 to 40 for on location
The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
training in good sexual service by .40 year - words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
old master. Trainees must be willing to · personals add $2 for handling. All ads ·
travel.WritetoP.F. ~mery, P.O. Box477, · must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
Robjn Lambert
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
OP, lntervale, N.H. 03845, or phone
Treasurer
ask that you not use sexually explicit
1-603-356-610 I.
Maine Health Foundation
laniuage in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be opened by Our
DICK and more! Need dick? You need
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
•••• , •••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • AD-MEN'S big, sizzling-hot, uncensored
monthly . .
· : national rnck-adlists. Nude/erotic infopix: pak $3.00: AD-MEN, 59 West 10th, NYC .1111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
: 1001-1. Things go better with cock!
PURPOSE
You will be sadly missed by ~ For Women Only, Lesbian ·counselor . .For
your many friends.
: appointment call Rose Mary Denman M.A.,
OUR PAPE.R is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
M. Div ., 879-0371.
Collective, · P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
• North Windham area neighbors? Lesbian
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• couple seeks local gay co1nmunity (wornen
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
and men). Anybody out there? We're
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
30-ish, health professionals, like barbeques,
be a source of information, support
, canoes, movies, and friends . Call 892-8176.
Announcements
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
llflUUIIRmUl-llffllUIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIII celebration, by and for members oJ
the lesbian and ga~ men•s
communities. We want tlie paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.
'
Dr. 'A.J. Lucco, Fellow in Geriatric
Medicine at The John Hopkins University
~·
School of Medicine in Baltimore is conduc- 5
38 CUSHING STREET
EDITORIAL.POLICY
BRUNSWICK. MAINE 04011
ting research on the need ·· for retirement I
725-2561
housing and long term care facilities for I=
· We will consider (oi' publication any
older gay men and lesbians . If you are at
material that broadens our understand
least 55 years old and .would like to com- . i
,.
ing of our lifestyles and of each other.
plete an anonymous, self-administered _que~- 5
Views and · opinions appearing in tliE
P!lper are those.of.the authors only.
tionnaire, please contact Dr. Lucco, at The
All material submitted must be signe<1
Beacham Center, 5200 Eastern Ave., i
Baltimore, Maryland 21224. Organizations 5
=====
and include an addresf(l-and/or phone
number, so we can contact the authc
willing to distribute questionnaires are also
should we need to consider editoria
asked to reply.
revisions. However, within the pages o1
the newspaper, articles can appeai
anonymously, upon request, and strid
confidentiality will be observed. Ne
An AIDS Anxiety Group has formed in the
· revisi.o ns or rejections of material will
Portsmouth area. It is a discussion, support,
_ occur without dialogue with the author. .
and educational group for members of the
We welcome and encourage all ou1
community who are concerned about AIDS
readers to submit material fo1
and the impact of the disease on their lives.
publication and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings_ with us.
Meetings are every Wednesday from 7 to
Remember, OUP. · PAPER 1s Yom
9 pm at 232 Court St. (Feminist Health iPASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
Center) in Portsmouth, N .H. Call imm11111111111_1_1_1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111_111111111111111 Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · the 10th of the month.
603-436-7588 or 207-363-7648 for more
information.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Ema). Koch
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
AaOf'MT A& L.no
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
three years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
General Pncdce
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PamilyLaw·
PAPER, P .O. BOX 10744, Portland,
a..krapecy
Maine 04104.
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Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy tor typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates,

OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE
185 Middle Stl'Nt
P.O. Box 1685
Pon._... Maine o.. 11:
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78 AUBURN TERRACE
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HCA 80, BOX 94A
PENOBSCOT, ME 04476

Phil Gautreau
Diane Elze
Grnny LaCrow
Bruce Smith
Barbara Wood
Tom Sumner
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Skip Brushaber
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Family .Faces AIDS-!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~

With Love
by Barbara Peabody
The following is a speech given by Barbara Peabody ai the Nursing Grand Rounds
at UCSD Medical Center in San Diego. Barbara Peabody is the daughter of' 'Franny''
Peabody, a Portland woman who is working with the Gay Health Action Committee.
She has completed a book-length journal of
her experiences which .she hopes to have
published .soon.

The nurses on 10 East have invited me to
speak to you today as the mother of an AIDS
patient, to tell you how I felt living with
AIDS . My first son, Peter Yorn Lehn, was
29 when he died on November 11 , 1984.
In order to give full and loving support
to a gay son with AIDS , a pairent must first
accept that son's homosexuality. I have
always believed that parental love includes
respecting a child's differences, even a differing lifestyle. l)nderstanding the "why's"
of homosexuality is NOT important; ACCEPTING it is. Homosexuals are born
homosexuals; there is no choice, and "gay"
is a tragic misnomer. Peter told us he was
homosexual when he was twenty; we accepted it and hoped he would find love in
his own fashion.
The course of Peter's disease was not
unlike many others. He was liv ing in New
York City , and after fourteen months of
fatigue, diarrhea, and weight loss, was admitted to St. Vincent's Hospital on

December 1, 1983, witl!, pneumocystis
pneumonia, and was not expected to survive. I went to New York, my ex-husband
went from Virginia; and miraculou~ly, after
six weeks he was able to come to San Diego
to live with me. He had pneumocystis twice;
thrush; mycobacterium avium intracellulare,
a rare form of tuberculosis'; constant diarrhea ; encephalitis, and retinitis . He was
blind when he died .
Autopsy revealed that his final pneumonia
was caused by cytomegalovirus, or CMV,
as were his encephalitis and retinitis; his
anergy and cacnexia were caused by CMV
infestation of his adrenal gland , necrosis,
and total lymphoid depletion; and his vertigo and neurological symptoms by CMV infection of his brain stem and vestibulary
nuclei.
Those are the clinical facts. Daily life with
AIDS does not fit into words as easily. AIDS
is called a ' 'wasting disease, '' and it is not
easy to watch your son waste away in front
of your eyes while you, like the Dutch boy
with his finger in the dike, are helpless to
stop it. It hurt me to see this proudly independent son have to depend more and
more on me for all his needs. It was a
nightmare, and all I could do was give him
my constant presence and love . Peter's daily physical erosion was my emotional erosion; I can use words like fear, panic,
despair' anger ' frustration , horror' and
hysteria - and still not be able to describe
it adequately .

I watched as his hair, eyelashes, and
eyebrows grew sparse and dull . I watched
him get so thin that it was too painful to sit
on a chair or even soak in a bathtub . I
watched him sleeping on his side, using a
pillow between his knees and ankles because
he didn't have enough flesh.to cushion them.
I never got used to his thinness ; his long
neck, his narrow shoulders hunched from
constant tension , his buttocks and legs indiscernible in trousers much too big. I lived
with his dementia and held him down during his seizures. I hated the diarrhea as. it
steadily drained his very life from him, and
must have used gallons of bleach scrubbing
floors , rugs , even the walls, trying to scrub
out my anger as well as the ugly stains. I
gave him backrubs when all I was rubbing
were his ribs, and I learned. to manage his
hyperalimentation regime in a last-ditch effort to restore some strength . I never got
used to the cane, the wheelchair, the por- .
table commode, and the adult diapers. But
. hardest of all was watching a young, healthy
man turn into a gaunt, old one, fumbling and
shuffling, uncertain and confused. AIDS is
a viciously cruel and humiliating disease.
He hung on through the whole nightmare
by building an elaborte structure of hope and
denial. He hoped to hang on until a cure was
discovered; every new set-back was patiently tolerated because of this hope. He believed that AIDS is a life-threatening and not
necessarily terminal disease, and deni,ed
almost till the end that he would die. My role
was to sustain that hope in every way possible, to maintain his dignity and autonomy
as long as I could, and d!!spite the a1ccelerating mortality statistics and the deaths

around us, he almost had me believing in ·
his eventual survival.
The other thing that kept him going was
knowing he had the support of a loving family : his father, his two brothers and sister,
his grandparents and my brother and sisters .
They all came to visit and helpeq to take care
of him; his father came every month. When
he died, we were all around him, and he
went calmly , with dignity and in peace. I
have seen other patients die terrifying and
lonely deaths, rejected by their families
when they most need them merely because
they were homosexual. I anguish for them
and I am angry at their families : a son is a
son, no m.atter what. I am proud of and
grateful to my family for giving Peter the
love and support he needed . .I think he lived
longer and better because of it.
As an epilogue, I would like to mention
that my second son, David, 29, is now an
AIDS volunteer in Austin, Texas. My
daughter, Maria, 19, is associated with the
AIDS group in Baltimore. My third son,
Jonathan, 24, still struggles with anger and
regrets, but my mother, who is 82 going on
30, is -a charter member of the first AIDS
support group in the state of Maine; they
now have four patients.
As I close, I would like to tell you how
magnificent a group of nurses we have on
l O East; I hope you appreciate them. They
are fearless, patient, generous, seemingly
untiring - and loving. Every time Peter was
admitted, he would go to the nurses' station
and announce, "Well, here I am again," .
and he knew he was in good hands.
I did , too.

LJ~CJERG~QUND
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Spring St., Portland, Me.

773-3315

C~meOn
Every Friday in August Come Join Us for Lobster! Down!Get
1 OJ. Lobsters will be available with
Yourself#.
Real Meal!
drawn butter and fresh corn on the cob!

That's· every Friday between 7 & 8
for only $2.50! Limit 1 per customer!
Happy Hour 2 for 1 available
until 8:30 Monday thrn Saturday!
August 18th Bud Lite Night
For just $1.00
T-Shirts and Hats given away ·

August 25th The End of Summer Celebratio1i
Featuring Our Summer Pool Tournament
·w ith Cash Prizes and Trophies
And later on that evening don't miss
Mr. Gay Vacationland Contest
Applications available at the bar
So sign up 'now!
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Gay People's Alliance Upd~te
Autumnfest will·again be cosponsored by
The Gay People's Alliance would like to
·Harbor
Masters, Inc. and the Gay People's
announce the opening of four positions in
our staff this fall. Beginning in September Alliance. Events planned for this year's
the following positions will be open: Public Autumnfest are a dinner and dance, a gay
Relations Specialist, Male Peer Counselor, walk/run to benefit the Gay Health Action
Female Peer Counselor, and Graphics Ar- Committee's efforts in establishing an AIDS
tist. The specific· qualifications for these hotline in Portland, a speaker/workshop
positions do, of course, vary, but all ap- (TBA), and, if there is ipterest, an art show.
GPA is in the process of establishing a
plicants should be workstudy students at
USM, dedicated, able to work in a collec- video library in conjunction with our lentive environment, and willing to make a ding library. Videos we, hope to offer are
commitment. If you have these qualifica- AIDS info and research programs (ie/Novations and are interested in joining our staff, AIDS Part I & II), past Maine newscasts
please contact the GP A at 780-4085 for an (ie/Kim Block's week-long series on Gay
Life in Maine), filmings of events, as well
interview.
The GPA is sponsoring Gay Men 1s Sup- as various popular gay and lesbian films. If
port- Group which will begi.n meeting in anyone has any ideas or contributions to this
September at the Unitarian Universalist project, please contact us . On the subject Church on Congress Street in Portland. The the GPA lending library is in need of remeetings will take place Tuesday nights juvenation. There are many overdue books
(time not yet established). Thjs Support that need to be put back in circulation. If you
Group is designed for gay men to share their have any GPA books or know any friends
trials and tribulations, strengths, hopes, who do, please, we appeal to you to' return
weaknesses, etc. The group will establish its the.m so that our library may function as efown norms, goals, and objectives as a fectively as pos.sible.
The deadline for the GPA name change
group. The group will meet for three
months, open itself to new members for two entries is August 15th, so if you ~ave any
weeks then close· again for three months, to ideas please fill out the application in the
be on a quarterly schedule. A support group paper . and send it io the Gay People's
is distinguished from a discussion group in Alliance, 92 Bedford Street, Portland,~
that a support group will close. The group Maine 04103 . Remember, there is a $25. 00
members can develop relationships with award to the winning name chosen.
each other free from inhjbitions caused by . Look forward to September's GPA Up~ew .members coming in on a weekly basis. date when we will run an all-inclusive,
Only this setting allows for self-disclosure/ detailed article on GPA's plans for the
free flow of growth that results in and is the ' 85-'86 school year. s;me things to be disresult of, trust among members. The group cussed include GPA.' s counseling services,
will meet for sixteen weeks. For each ses- our continuing and newly forming groµps
sion there is a fee of $4.00. One half of this (soon to be totaling six in number), the
is required up front (8 weeks: $32 .00). If speakers bureau , the bisexuality network,
you would like more informatiion please con- gay radio , as well as our referrals and other
resources .
tact Ri€k Bouchard at 780-4085.
Other events/projects GPA is working on
for this fall include R.A. -(Residence Assistant) training sessions at the University of
Southern Maine. These sessions include
tolerance workshops in which stereotypes,
prejudices, and oppression of minorities will
be examined. Two GPA staff members will
participate .in candid question and answer
At this year's Lesbian/Gay Symposium,
sessions with future R.A. 's.
a workshop titled ''Lesbian/Gay Radio in
Maine: Let's Talk About It" was led by
Dick Harrison of Northern Lambda Nord.
It resulted in the formation of a planning
group for devising a radio program for
WMPG, the radio station of the University
of Southern Maine.
The proposed program would be weekly
and be one half hour long. While still in the
planning stage, and not yet approved by
U.S.M., formats are already being devised
by the planning group: Laura Smith (Gay
People's Alliance Coordinator), Ginny
August 1, the AIDS hotline of .the Gay
LaCrow (GPA staff), Michael Bacon, Peter
Health Action Committee will begin partial
Twitchell (station manager, WMPG) , and
operation. Callers to the AIDS-Line,
·
Barry Wood.
775~ 1267, will hear a recorded message
We would like to invite members of our
which will give them the phone numbers of community to work on writing, production,
related services: the Ingrahaim Volunteers, and broadcasting. The committee hopes that
crisisline, the Blue Cross Tele:med tape, and
the program will reflect the reality of the les- .
national AIDS phonelines.
bian/gay community in Maine - its
On July 15, seventeen phoneline
richness, its limitations, and its diversity.
volunteers met for the firslt time. These Our hope is to help all who hear it to under·volunteers will travel to Boston in early
stand the wonder and joy which is so often
August to receive training from the AIDS
hidden by fear and prejudice.
Action Committee of Boston. Following
Contact person for the group is Ginny
more local training and some: screening the LaCrow, GPA, 92 Bedford St., 780-4085.
volunteers will be ready to staff the phoneline in late August. Details of the hours of
. operation will appear in the September edi- Womyn Who Write is a new group which
offers all womyn who write the opportunition of Our Paper.
ty to share their work , listen to other womyn
On Thursday , August 8, Dr. August
share their work, and offer and receive supValenti of the Maine Medical Center will
port among a group of womyn who. write.
·-speak to the AIDS Discussion Group at 7
Sponsored
by the University Women's
pm at Our Books, 4 Pine Sit. in Portland .
Forum
of
the
University of Southern Maine,
All are welcome. The AIDS Discussion
the group meets on the second and fourth
Group will also meet August 22 at the same
Thursday of each month at 92 Bedford St.
time and location.
from 7 to 9 pm. Call 780-4083 for more
information.
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GAY PEOFi.E'S ALLIANCE
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NAME CHAl\TGE COiti:E:S T
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We have unanimously a.greed to change the name of the GSiV
People's Allia.nce a.nd we have decided to do this by sponsoring a name . :
change contest a.nd offering 4~25.00 to the most creative new name. :
The guidelines for the new name a.re:
l.) That the name be inclusive of the lesbian, g88', b1sexua.l a.nd
stra.1ght friends in our community.
2.) That the name be conc1.E1e enough. to be used on a letterhead.
3.) That the name be easily understood in terms of the words
chosen.
4.) That the name be repreeJenta.tive of the purpose, goals, a.ri.d
philosophy of our present orga.nimtion which is to offer in-,
formation a.nd support t,o communities in Maine a.round issues
related to lesbian, g88' and bisexual lifestyles a.nd to educate
people who a.re interested in the wide spectrum of possibilities
. for ca.ring human relatiQnships.
5.) Dea.dline for entries is :A.ugust 15.th.
6. )-Judges for selection of Ol\11' new name will be comprised of two
of the staff of the 088' PE:K>ple's Alliance a.nd four members of
the community who a.re interested. Please contact our office
if you would like to be o:n the committee.
7.) The committee has the option not to choose any of the names ·
which will be submitted.

NEW NAME
Yourna.me
Address

~~~~-'-~~-~~~~~~~,--~~~~~~~

~~~~~~-'---~~~~.a.-.~~~~~~~~

Phone~~~~~~~-

Send to: Gay People's Allial1Ce, 98 Bedford St., Portland, 04103

.
....................................................................................
.

Lesbian/Gay
Radio

,

•

RE5'T~Rf\Nf . 711+-·5408

**********

AIDS Hotline
Prqgressing
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We a~e pleased to announce ~he opening
of our combined counseling practice.

Judith Lippa, MSW
Licensed_Clinical Social Worker
Psychotherapy

Betsy Hood, M. Phil.
Substance Abuse Counselor

Individuals, Couples, Families

Alcohol/Drug Abuse
Adult Child Issues

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

773-1235

the clinic's phone number on it. The card done at an addjtional charge. He mentions
also contains an I.D. number that is as- HTLV-III antibody testing, and is told that
signed to Jane's file. fane is told that aflter he should make an appointment for pre-test
· by R.J. Bass
10 a.m. on Thursday , she should call for her counseling. It is the clinic's policy to protest results , and to use that I.D. number to vide the antibody testing only after detailed
It ' s a quiet country summer night in rural
After entering the building , signs direct identify herself on the phone . This is done counseling, so John decides to think about
Maine, and John feels fine as he falls asleep.
them.down a hallway to the waiting area. to insure confidentiality .
it before making an appointment.
But when he gets up the next morning and
Cljents take numbers and are called in order.
After his labwork, John waits in the
Patty escorts Jane out of the small office.
urinates, he experiences a burning sensation
The waiting area has' several chairs and a They stop at tbe clinic desk to handle fees , waiting area till Ruth calls him for his exthat is commonly described as ' 'walltable with magazines and educational and then Patty asks Jane to pee , for a more am. -As before with Jane , Jan reviews his
clutching. "
brochures . Smoking is permitted in this comfortable pelvic exam. Then , they both complaints -and medical history , and then
Meanwhile, somewhere along the rockarea , but there is a non-smoking area in go down the hall to the lab . .
checks the lymph nodes of his neck , armbound coast , Jane is groggy from·a night of
another part of the clinic.
In the lab , Jane has a blood sample dra,wn pits , and groin for swelling and tenderness.
· sleep interrupted· by intense pubic itching
There are two counselors on staff, Marty from her arm so she can be screened for She also checks his eyes for conjunctivitis ,
that subsides as the sun rises.
and Patty , and they alternate evenings . Pat- syphillis.
a complication of some STDs. She takes a
Joh.n and Jane have never met, but their
ty is working tonight. She comes into the
After this , Patty asks Jane to take a seat swab of his throat for gonorrhea and exdestinies are about to intersect, not in the
walling area and calls Jane's number. Jane in the waiting area. In a few minutes , it is amines his skin for the appearance of any
Twilight Zone , but at the VD Clinic .
gets up and Patty intcoduccs herself and Jane 's turn for a check-up. Because Pauy rashes . She milks his penis for discharge and
Actually , venereal disease ., or VD, has
escorts Jane down the hall to a small office. is busy with someone else, the clinic direc- palpates his testicles for tenderness , lumps , ·
become an obsolete term. Up until about ten
Patty asks Jane if she 's ever been to the tor, Ruth , calls Jane for her exam.
and torsion (twisting). She also teaches him
years ago, VD referred to gonorrhea and
clinic before , which she hasn 't. Patty asks
The clinicians vary. The exams are per- how to perform a testicular self-exam (see
syphillis, diseases in adults thalt are transmitsome preliminary questions , including ad- formed by nurse practitioners, physician Our Paper, June 1985).
ted almost exclusively through intimate sexdress , phone, birthdate , marital status , liv- assistants, and hospital residents. Tonight ,
If John had not been able to pee, Jan
ual contact. The concept has expanded
ing situation, emergency contact, occupa- Jane is being seen by Jan , a nurse would insert a probe, similar to a cotton
dramatjcally so that we now know a wide
tion, and insurance coverage.
swab, about 2V2 11 into John 's urethra. This
practitioner.
selection of infections as sexually transmitJane then reads a medical consent form,
Jan looks over Jane's medical history and is for another gonorrhea test. Next, she asks
ted diseases, STDs. Tbe VD Clinic is now
giving permission to the staff to perform an confirms Jane's symptoms. Next, she per- John to turn around and bend over the excalled the STD Clinic , which is where J.ohn
exam and conduct necessary tests. It is also forms a pelvic exam. She palpates (presses) am table so she may perform a rectal exam.
and Jane are headed.
a consent to treatment and an explanation of Jane's lower abdomen , checking for She inserts a finger inside his rectum to feel
Sometimes the idea of havirng an STD can
test results . Jane signs this form and Patty tenderness and pain, especially arounct the his prostate gland and-to check for warts and
make a person feel dirty or guilty about sex.
co-signs it as a wit_ness.
ovaries. She inserts a finger in Jane's re:c- hemorrhoids. She also takes a rectal swab,
Getting beyond all of the worries about
Next, Patty takes Jane's medical history. tum to check for a rectocele, a protrusion again for gonorrhea.
reputation , money, and sex to get help is no
The questions cover Jane's current symp- of the rectum into the vagina. She then
John's exam takes about 10 minutes and
smail accomplishment. A little information
toms, her past history of sexually transmit- places a speculum in Jane's vagina, which is somewhat uncomfortable, but not as bad
about what to expect at an STD clinic can
ted diseases, her sexual preference, areas of allows Jan to see Jane's cervix and to take as his pain with urination. Because his commake the process of diagnosis and treatment
exposure (mouth, vagina, anus), other swabbings for a gonorrhea culture a][}d plaints are suggestive of gonorrhea, he is
a little less frightening and easier to take ,
symptoms such as pain during sex, painful vaginitis testing . Jan also checks Jane's outer asked to take some oral medication even
so let's follow John and Jane, and see what
urination , vaginal discharge or itch, the date genitals (labia, clitoris, pubic hair, anus) for
before his test results are known. Jan goes
happens to them.
of her last period (particularly useful if Jane signs of herpes, warts, and in Jane's case over his treatment plan, advising John to
They find STD Ciinics listed in the yellow
were sexual ~ith men. to rule out the - her chief complaint - pubic itching . Jan
refrain from sex until his condition is
pages, under "Clinics." There is a network
possibility of pregnancy), and the date of her sees the characteristic tiny bite marks a111d
diagnosed and treated. She also suggests that
of seven state-administered clinics in Maine .
last pelvic exam. Patty reassures Jane that nits of pubic lice.
he take some condoms and use them to preSome of the family planning C'linics provide
if she has never had a. pelvic exam, she'll
vent exposure and sprc:td of future infec(Jane doesri 't need it, but the exam can inSTD services, as do some pirivatc doctors
explain it to her first, so Jane will know what clude a test for herpes and will soon include
tions. Before he leayes, Ruth will dispense
and most hospital emergency rooms.
to expect.
a test for chlamydia. If Jane had needed it, · his medications and .review their use, give
Jt is generally recognized that the public
The medical history also includes ques- Jan would also have taken a swab pf the re:chim some pamphlets and r:emind ~im to call
clinics provide excellent STD services. The
tions on general health and recent complaints tum for gonorrhea.)
Thursday for his test results. Finally, she
staff people arc specialists in STDs and other
like pains, fever, swollen glands, diabetes,
asks him jf he has any more questions , and
Jan explains the diagnosis and prescribes
aspects of sexual health, with a strong com-·
blood or kidney disease, use of medications a lotion that will rid Jane of her pubic lice.
then he departs.
mitment to confidentiality. These clinics
and contraceptives, and allergies (especial- Ruth reviews this information with Jarie, ofBoth John and Jane leave the clinic recharge reasonable fees (usually $15-20 for
ly to medication) .
lieved . With only mild discomfort and
fers her pamphlets to take home, and
routine screening, diagnosis, and treatment)
Patty tells Jane that she may have a com- reminds her to call Thursday for her other
minimal expense, they have been examined
and will refuse no one based on ability to
plete STD screening for $15, or just have test results.
for STDs. The clinic staff has taken the time
. pay . They accept Medicaid and some take
her specific complaint checked out, also for
to go over John's and Jane's feelings and
Meanwhile, Patty has called John's
insurance.
$15. Jane chooses the complete screening. number. John goes through an intervie:w
concerns, addressing their fears and proPolicies on appointments differ from
Patty asks her if she will have any problems similar to Jane's, but his medical history
viding unbiased education.
·
clinic to clinic, so John and Jane call ahead.
paying the fee·. If so, Patty tells her, the omits female-oriented questions and includes
Jane fills her prescription arid after using
Some clinics· offer walk-in hours, some ofclinic can accept whatever she can afford information on painful ejaculation and
the lotion, her itch is relieved. John used his
fer appointments, some do both . Our two
tonight, they won't bill her for two weeks, discharge from the penis. Because of his
medication as instructed, and within 24
friends in distress are going Ito the Bangor
and she is welcome to pay her fee on a symptoms, Patty asks John ifhe cari provide
hours, he begins to feel better. He calls for
STD clinic, which has evening walk-in
schedule.
his test results, which are, indeed, positive
the names of people he has had sex with in
hours on Monday and Wednesday .
Patty gives Jane a small business card with the past four weeks. The public health laws
for gonorrhea and he is reinterviewed over
the phone to confirm the accuracy of his
in Maine require the r~porting of all cases
contact information . He returns for a test
of gonorrhea and syphilis to the STD Conafter his treatment, to make sure he's cured.
trol office. Patty explains that if John
Meanwhile, the clinic staff trace and notify
prefers, he doesn't have to supply this inhis contacts.
formation until he receives his test results.
' M~fi Sli:CUS, Blpl.~c.
The best thing John and Jane can do now
If the tests are negative, he doesn't have to
is to tell their friends about their experiences
ptovide the information at all, but it's a timea.t the STD Clinic, so that others won't
saver if he provides it now ~Should his tests
be negative, the information is discarded. If hesitate to get the attention they need.
The STD clinics, by and large, are
his tests are positive, all his recent contac:ts
dedicated to providing non-homophobic,
are notified, either by Johr. himself, or by
"Portland's most
confidential, client-oriented, high · quality
Patty and Marty (without mentioning John's
•Acupuncture
services, arid they welcome your comments.
name). The contacts are urged to come in
outstanding restaurant"
• Acupre1&ure
If you have any complaints about your visit,
to the clinic to be tested and treated. This
•Nuttiticl,nal Counaeling
•Weight Control&.
call the clinic's director or write to Jiip
is called epidemiology, and it makes up tlhe
Substance Abuse
bulk of STD work in Maine.
Novotny, Director of STD Control, State
111 Middle Street
•Holistic: Wellness
House Station 11, Augusta 04330.
In the interest of convenience, John tells
Portland,
Maine
04104
CouNC,ling
If you prefer to be seen by a male or
Patty the names of his recent partners. Sltle
female clinician, or if you prefer being
then accompanies him to the next area,
counseled by a · gay man or lesbian, call
where he pays his fee , and she asks him for
773-5424
ahead, because some clinics can accoma urine sample. She also gives him a
Fore St. Chiropractic Center
modate your request.
microscope slide and asks him to put some
"No longer a secret,
418 Fore St.
Here are the phone nulTlbers for Maine's
discharge from his penis on it, if he can.
but
still
a
discovery"
Portland, Maine 04101
STD Clinics: Lewiston-Auburn 784-9318 or
Afterwards, she takes the urine cup and slide
(207) 773-6676
800-482-7412, Augusta 622-2527 , Bangor
to the lab. John's urine and discharge will
Well Being Ht:alth Center
Reservations
947-0700 or 9470341 ext. 321, Portland
be tested for signs of gonorrhea. Like Jane,
44 York St.
Suggested
775-5451 ext. 383 , Biddeford 283-1090,
John now has his blood drawn for a syphillis
York, Maine 03909
Presque Isle 764-3721 ext. 55 or
test.
(207) 363-7300
800-432-7881, and Rockland 594-2551.
In the lab, John expresses an interest in
Closed Mondays
being screened for. Hepatitis B. This can be

A Trip to the VD Glinic
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vent of the stove signified the end to having
a fireplace in every mom/home. Yet people just couldn't do away · with everything
associated with the fireplace . What they
preserved was the mantle (the one in my
apartment is even framed up to look like
there once was a fireplace there). Early
automobiles c;ame equipped with buggy
whips. With mass marketing, the Coca-Cola
Co. (which certainly has a mass to market)
by Gary Anderson
won't have to wait too long for New Coke
to become just plain Coke, and life will go
on as ever. The only ones who will continue
For cola drinkers , the past 99 years have ment that his ''freedom of choice' ' had been to mourn the passage of Old Coke will be
been grand . True cola devqtees have had violated? Such strong emotions run in this the true cola aficionados, the die-hards .
n;ady access virtually guaranteed anywhere same fellow that he ' s even formed a group When their stockpiles run dry (their own bit· in the world to the elixir of their passion . (Old Cola Drinker's of America) that's ter harvest) , they will be left with a taste as
I doubt if it would be too inaccurate to state · staged protests in San Francisco and which bitter about the change and will lament 'tl ,c
that Coca-Cola has probably reached more hopes to demonstrate at a Coca-Cola good ol' days'. In time , we will become acplaces than Christianity (and\ in some of stockholders meeting (NEWSWEEK, June . customed to not even hearing their
those places stayed longer and been more 24, 1985).
· complaints .
popular). For millions , life without the uniNow I see an interesting parallel between · Slower to change will be the gay comque taste of Coca-Cola would be this 'cola crisis' and the AIDS crisis. Since munity adapting to AIDS. Until a vaccinaunimaginable and unfamiliar. It would be a its inception into the gay consciousness four tion is found, people are just going to have
whole new world.
years ago, AIDS has precipitated . any no choice (if they want to live) but to change
Well, in May of this . year, the world number of issues for gay people. The most their ways of living. Even if a vaccination
changed. The Coca-Cola Co . released a · difficult one seems to stem around the fact is found, it won't have much affect on the
New Coke. Overnight, life a:s it had been of having to make changes in one's sexual people who now have been exposed to the
was no more. Soon that oh so unique taste lifestyle. Early on, epidemiological reports AIDS antigen (current estimates are that as
of Coca-Cola would be history (and destined indicated that the higher the number of sex- of July , one in fifty gay men in San Franfor legend) .
ual contacts (i.e. partners) the greater the cisco will have been diagnosed with AIDS
How did the public react? Based on media risk of getting AIDS became . Almost im- or will have already died of it; and that every
reports, not too favorably . Letters, phone mediately the cry was heard that gay libera- · other gay man has already been exposed to
calls, and petition signatures in the tens of tion meant the freedom to have sex with the virus - NEW YORK TIMES, June 2,
thousands were forthcoming. In the eyes (or anyone, anytime, anywhere, anyhow; that 1985). A vaccination may prevent retaste buds) of millfons, the Coca-Cola Co. to ask gays to change their sexual behavior infection, but nothing is certain. Such uncerwas a dread villain. Indeed, some.of the near was asking too much. Unfortunately , AIDS tainty should speak more eloquently than
fanatical ·responses (some groups threaten is not under anyone's control and so gays any other reason to tell the gay community
class action suits against the company) im- have not had the opportunity to rail against that things have to change or life as we have
ply that people look at the taslte of Coke as someone as the Old Cola Drinke_rs have. known it will vanish.
a basic human right. NEWSWEEK reports There's no one to sue, no one who has the
Luckily, things .are changing. At the Inone man as saying: "When they took Old power to c;hange things baclc to the way -they temational Conference . on AIDS held in
Coke off the market, they violated my wei:e. Like 99 year old Coke, a way of gay Atlanta in April, reports were presented that
freedom of choice."
life was suddenly no longer i_nvitingly showed that gay men were having fewer sexIt was easy at first to lal!gh at all this available to any and all takers. In its own ual partners and were practicing safer sexhullabaloo. The flash flood of fuss about insidious ~ay, AIDS has impeded upon oµr .ual techniques. The ADVOCATE (May 28,
fizz, flavor, and formulas was. too frivilous freedom of choice. (Already people talk 1985) states: ''The most common change in
to be anything but fun. Right? Maybe. It's about certain lifestyle choicestexperiences behavior, according to another study, is the
always enjoyable to watch two giant cor- as 'Pre-AIDS' and, like Old Coke, these
porations battle for a bigger share of the choices/experiences, too, seem to be on the
same market. Pepsi's commercial parody- road to becoming legends.)
ing the Transformer craze - two vending
Yet, a successful company like Coca-Cola .
machines, .one Pepsi, one Coke, tum into is no dummy. They took a risk to change
pugilistic robots to literally do battle - is a product knowing full well that some peotruly amusing. Not so amusing, however, ple would object. But they certainly have the
are the human behaviors brought about by means to continue to prosper (no matter how
· the emergence of New Coke. The lawsuits bad it tastes, Coke won't vanish from the
--:-- lilt:·· I\ \ .\l - -are one thing (really, there are more impor- scene). People are awfully resistant to
_tant issues), but what about that man 's com- change in any form. In this country , the ad-
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A Matter· of Taste and Time
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reduction of the number of partners - 83 %
1,of respondents said they had fewer different
partners ." That's encouraging. So, too, is
evidence that the people most likely to adapt
safer sexual behaviors are those who are
newest to gay life. What's not encouraging
is that other risk reduction efforts weren't
dramatically increasing. The same AD. . VOCATE article provides the following
figures:
1. only 38 % had cut their use of recreational drugs with sex.
2. only 30 % had increased their use of
condoms .
3. only 28 % insisted more often that not
that their partner use condoms .
4 . 15% said they did not modify their
behavior at all .
This last category interests me. No reason
was given as to why these people were not
modifying their behaviors . The thought that
ran through my mind was that like the Old
Cola Drinkers, there are gay lifestyle diehards as well. Are the people comprising
this 15 % unreachable by current methods to
educate the public to risk reduction? Or are
they making a clear choice not to practice
safe sex behaviors? If the latter, that's their
business; if the former, perhaps it is time
a change was made in such efforts to .
educate. Instead of the cute grandmotherly
figure urging one to '' wear your rubbers' ',
a more crass marketing technique is needed .
How about pictures and posters of facial lesion's from Kaposi's sarcoma (with the caption : AIDS - It's a real thing) or showing
a person's buttocks literally rotting away
from anal herpes gone wild · in a body
weakened by AIDS (the caption: The e11d
of good time)? I'm all for people making
their own choic'es, but I'm also a strong advocate for preserving human life. If such .
drastic measures are necessary, then let's do
it. Let's get serious. Safe sex behaviors and
condoms need to become as commonplace
in our consciousness as is Coca-Cola.
Note: Coke drinkers get a second chance,
we will not.

.

Livingya· Bis·e xual~Lifestyle·
And the Dynamics of Sexism
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by Ginny LaCrow
When I was ten years old or thereabouts
I remember having one of the most heartwrenching crushes on my best friend's older
s'ister. What I remember albout that particular summer was that eve:ry time I saw
her and she smiled at me my whole body
would blush and I would break out in a cold
sweat. The other thing that I was acutely
aware of was that I was in love with a girl!
I knew about boys and petting and all that
stuff but crushes on girls , it was out of my
ball park. I felt ashamed , guilty, perverted,
isolated and was completely fixated on my
dilemma. The other thought that came to my
mind during that time was, " hey, these feel. ings are mine, they just came to me, I didn 't
read them in some dirty book or something''
and somehow that thought made me feel
more okay about myself. I lik,ed boys alright
but I also recognized the potential for intimate relationships with girls and I felt okay
about that as long as no one ever knew about
my feelings. In the small, blue-collar,
homogeneous town I grew up in it felt too
life-threatening to venture into anything that
was mentioned through crnde jokes and
hushed voices.
·
I had my first relationship with another
woman when I was .twenty-two. We had
both been heterosexual in our love relationships before our friendship blossomed into
romance ; in fact I was living with a man at
the time . Even after moving in with my
female lover I felt a lot of resistance to calling myself a lesbian. I didn' t know what I
was, and taking on another label.wasn't what
I wanted. I was also incredibly homophobic.
I was searching, experimentil[}g and following my heart's desire. I wanted to know
what it was like to love another woman·. I
liked living with a woman and I drew
strength from my sisters who were liberating
themselves. I began seeing myself as a
po~erful individual who could create my

own lifestyle and decide for myself who
would be in my life. The other thing I realized was that I could conceivably love
anyone , man or woman. What was the bigger question for me was the nature of my
relationships. Why did they or didn 't they
work? What were the issues I had around
men and what were the issues I had ~round
women? I have since then found the tools
I need to help me work through these issues ,
but the questions still remain.
I want to talk now about sexism and
homophobia. One doesn't exist without the
other. Sexism is an oppression that is as
much a part of the heterosexual world as ·it
is a part of the homosexual world. We all
grew up learning about the ihings that boys
did anci didn ' t do and the things that girls .
did and didn't do and if we stepped out of ·
the mold we got hurt. We got it from our
parents and the people who were important
to us and we got it from our peers who had
internalized it (believed it) fVemselves . What
kept that message in place was the fear of
being called a faggot, a lezzie, a panzy ,
... homophobia. It became the button that got
pushed whenever "the powers that be"
wanted to intimidate us and keep us in line.
Sexism also separates us as people into the
roles of males and females and encourages
antagonism between the sexes. For example, do you remember the E.R.A.? Do you
remember the tactics the fundamentalists
used when that bill came up for a vote? They
put blatantly homophobic ads in the Portland
Press Herald saying that militant, gay activists were behind the bill and wanted to
legalize homosexuality or some such rot.
My point is that without sexism already in
place the button of homophobia would never
have worked to defeat the amendment. One
sure-fire way to scare the shit out of people
on any human rights issue is to associate it
with the gay rights movement and push

everyone's homophobic buttons. We all
need to understand and be aware of the ways
in which we are being divided and encouraged to distrust one another .
One of the ways I am aware of the internalized sexism we all carry has been the
level of homophobia and distrust I have experienced as ail openly bisexual woman. The
oppression that runs in the gay community .
about bisexuals are the myths like : "they
can't make up their minds" and " I can't
trust them because I don't know whose side
they ' re on" or " They're just sex-crazed
nymphomaniacs who will fuck anybody" .
These things just aren't true and what's really going on when someone says these things
is that their own buttons are being pushed.
The sexism is so well seated through intermi.lized homQphobia some gays and lesbians
fear anyone who isn't like themselves,
anyone who doesn't conform to the status
quo of the group they identify wi~ .
This year as never before I am aware, of
the importance of building coalitions for
human liberation. No one will be free until
we all have been liberated and the only way
we're going to do that is together. The
whites with the blacks, the gays with the
straights , the Jews with the gentiles and
especially the adults with our children. This
will mean a lot of house-cleaning for
everyone around the places where we see
others as less than human, as less than deserving. For me personally as a parent it means
being aware of the messages I am giving to
my daughter and the children who are in my .
life.
The oppressions we experienced while
growing up started when we were very
young and impressionable. Because we were
smart and dcdded we wanted to live and to
be loved we accepted what was told to us
even if it didn' t make sense. That was very
smart of us to do and· it also means that we

are not to blame ourselves for having bought
into it. Nevertheless we did buy into those
messages and we internalized them (believed them) and we pass them on unknowingly. Whether we are telling a Polockjoke,
or a dead baby joke or a joke about.women
drivers we are passing on the oppression.
It's not so much about being politically correct as it is about our own internalized oppressions. We all have them and we all have
to take responsibility for them in ourselves
before we can make any changes in the way
our society works .
I am asking that we each understand and
sensitize ourselves to all oppressions;
racism, sexism, ageism, anti-semitism,
...etc., that w.e each take personal responsibility to end all types of dehumanizing activities. I am asking that each person support the leaders in our communities who are
taking bold steps toward change. I ineed your
support to continue to make changes. We
have our opponents on the run, we need to
take stock, regroup and join forces for some
of the long term battles_yet to come.
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An Interview with Bill Bemis
by Elze
went to the Golden School of Beauty Culture
in Portland after spending time in Boston
and Bar Harbor. I waited on tables in Bar
Harbor for a summer and I didn't know what
the hell I was going to do. That's why I went
to the Golden School. I got my license, hated
hairdressing, and that's when I went to New
York to become a famous actor. I'm glad
I went to hairdressing school. It has provided me with a means to make a living in
between everything els~.
DE: You mentioned you were in the
Army .
BB : For only nine months. I didn'thke
it. I went in when I was eighteen or nine- ]
teen . I looked ,around frantically for ~
someplace .J'd fi.t. I sure didn't fit in .S
Bucksport. I couldn't related to those peo- i:
pie, especially going away every summer - ~
having a summer in Mexico, summers and
school vacations in New York. I could fit
Bill Bemis, author of "Mrs. James Uean"
in New York but you're talking about little
seeds of alcoholism showing up early.
never known before. He was a writer who
BB: A very important thing happened . I
It 's not just the substance abuse. It has to
always wanted to be a~ artist. The relation- went tu rhe airport in Denver and bought a
do with a really poor self-image and feelship became sexual only after a long time. book called City Of Night by John Rechy and
ings of inadequacy. I got to the point where
It evolved. I can 't remember which one of I read the book allthe way home . It was the
I loved to be social but I could only be social
us started it.
first gay novel I had ever read. I loved it.
if there was a drug or a drink there . Without
DE: What happened to the The style was really trendy. It was the most
that I was lost. And I tended to hang around
relationship?
exciting thing I had ever read in my life.
a really life-in~the-fast-lane set, and also a
BB: We had an argument about When I got back to Bucksport , and was
show biz set, artsy set who were all so clever
something. He was on his way to woirk at again trying to decide what I was going to
and I felt like I couldn't possibly be that
a newspaper in Phoenix. I know he had a Ju, I wrote him a letter in care of his
clever.
very bad car accident there, but I never publisher. He at the time was corresponding
I had a nervous breakdown to get out of
heard from him afterwards. I don't know if with a priest in Boston , Father Cerino . So
he died from the accident or not. He said I went to Boston. I was bound and deter- ·
DE: I know very little atbout you. You the Army. I arranged it. I was a neuropto me, ' 'I never want to see you again.''
mined I was going to do something with this
wrote "Mrs. James Dean," which I en- sychiatric corpsman. I did it beautifully. It
The relationship was never primarily a man John Rechy and if he wouldn't let me
joyed tremendously, andl you own the was my best performance - an acting job.
lover relationship. It was more a teacher- have his address, I would get it eventually
beauty salon Uptown. Tell me about your
DE: Tell me about painting with
student relationship. This elegant faggot sit- just by following his path . It happened . John
acting. You were in "Bye, Bye Birdie" Salvador Dali.
ting before you didn't just happen to emerge got me heavily into writing again . He was
when yt>u were seventeen.
BB : He was in New York doing portrait
out of the mire of the mudflats of St. Regis like a big hero. I wanted to correspond. John
BB: Summer replacement, iest we forget. commissions. It was the summer I was
Paper Company. I had to be tutored . I've and I did develop a correspondence. It was .
I did a lot of summer stock. I was fired from seventeen . I had a mentor who took me
hot and heavy for a couple of years and now
often wondered what happened to him.
my last acting job for constantly showing up places - read "older lover" - and he knew
He gave me su much. But I also gave him we exchange 'Christmas cards.
drunk to rehearsals. It's impossible to work Dali because he had written a book with soa lot , too. He told me once - .a reaso111 for
I've written since I can remember. 1 was
with a drunk actor. Well , it was more drugs meo·ne about Dali. He arranged my going
being , someone to care alfout . He was all alway s writing. I can remember in junior
at that time. I was a real live hippie - long to Dali 's studio and painting with him. I
alone in the world. I was his only person.
high writing my own pi~c for a public
hair, marijuana was essential, I believed in would just paint w!lile he painted. If he came
His possessiveness of me eventually got in speaking event. In the program it said "'soI was fired front my last acting job for constantly
the wr:.y. I was starting to get very sexually
and-so will read such -and-such by so-andshowing up drunk to rehearsals ... My agent just
active. The relationship for him was movso." I told this teacher I had written my
ing niore towards a lover thing. I didn't buy
piece and he didn't believe me. So, the prodropped me like a hot potato because that was the
into that. I considered him an adult and I was
gram saiC: "Bill Bemis will read (whatever
third time. ·
a kid.·
it was) - author unknown ." He said
DE: How was this relationship impornobody in junior high even knows about the
LSD. It 's hard if your head is into Timothy over to my canvas and did something on it,
tant to you in your evolution as a gay
stuff I wrote on. It was maddening. After
Leary-type stuff and you're doing " The Im- he would scrape it off. He wouldn't leave
male, in your becoming rooted in your
awhile you give up .
portance of Being Earnest" by Oscar Wilde. it. If he showed you something on a piece
sexuality?
DE: We'll come back to writing, but
It didn't work. I couldn't trust myself to stay of paper he'd crumple the paper up and put
straight long enough. And I went through it in his pocket. He was possessive with
BB : I admired him and respected his infirst I want to ask you why it is that you
a period where I didn't know where I wanted every line he wrote and drew .
telligence. He was my first gay role model,
always come baci< to Maine?
to be. When I was fired from a summer job
and a fine one he was. I knew I was gay
BB: I love Maine . I like Portland very
DE: Tell me about the relationship you
since the year one. I had sex with my
much. I like the countr{but I also like big
in Boulder and went back to New York, my had with your mentor.
agent just · dropped me like a hot. potato I
playmates since l can remember and I used
BB: It started when I was fifteen. He was
cities. From Portland you can drive for an
because that was the third tim~. I was in my thirty-three. He thought I could draw well
to like to seduce adults when l was a kid .
hour and be in the woods and go in the other
early twenties . That was the end of my act- and he took me under his wing in the arts.
That was my favorite pastime.
direction and be in the big city.
When I was sixteen we spent a summer in
ing in New York. Period.
This elegant faggot sittilng before you didn't just
Then I got back into hairdressing. Hair- Mexico and I went" to the art school at San
Miguel de Allende. He continued to help me
happen to emerge out of the mire of the mudflats of
dressing has alway.s been something to fall
back on and I've fallen back a lot. I started until I was about twenty-one. He really was
St. Regis Paper Company. I had to be tutored.
hairdressing after I got out of the Army . l a mentor. He exposed me to things I had
DE: You weren't your average, ev,e ryAnd in PQrtland - other artists have said
day high school student. Did you ever feei
this - you get a chance to do things you
like running away? Did you fit at all?
wouldn't necessarily get a chance to do in
BB : With great ditiiculty. My parents
bigger cities because of the competition.
really believed my memor was just a menGetting " Mrs . James Dean" produced
tor. They couldn't Cl)!_lceive of any sexual
would have been a helluva lot more difficult
activity. I was very popular. I was always
in New York, but now that it's been proa clown. I twirled a baton, gym team, Thesduced, it will be produced in New York Offbian Society, acting. debate , very active. I
Broadway without much effort on my part.
was a leader. I denied accusations of b1~ing
But getting it done for the first time would
qu~er vehemently. I had a girlfriend. As
have been almost impossible.
long as I had a girlfriend, even if someone
DE: When did you start writing ''Mrs.
thought I was effeminate, they thought ,
James Dean" and why?
· "Oh, he couldn't be quct~r. '' 1 would always
BB : A year ago. The central character is
go for the very desirable girls and I gm
George. George. his lover David and the
them. I don't know lll)w! i really du like
minor character of Gene - these three peowomen. Most of my friends are ·women.
ple are real. Eric , my lover of thirteen or
During those heterosexual periods in my life
fourteen years. and l lived in this apartment.
I Jidn ' t realize I could have women as
He dried out fin,t. He couldn 't stand the
friends · without having sex .with them.
drinking . He wa~ going off tu AA every
DE: What happened after you left the
night and leaving me here with my bottle uf
Army?
wine, six joints and a couple of valiums tu

Pai mer, sculptor, playwright, actor, hairdresser, James Dean worshipper, recovering alcoholic ... not enough to describe Bill
Bemis .
Bemis , who until 'very recently owned Uptown Hair Design on Congress St. , has 1 at
42 years of.age, made a name for himself
in Portland as a playwright with the successful production of " Mrs.. James Dean."
This autobiographital melodrama premiered
during Maine's Twelfth Annual Maine Lesbian and Gay Symposium a.nd ran for three
consecutive weekends.
Something of a: miracle, actually, considering his struggle with substance abuse.
Above all, Bemis is a survivor and for tl1at
he deserves another standing ovation. Struggling to stay sober. Struggling to believe in
himself as a writer.
Though Bemis may not agree, Elze also
thought it noteworthy that he was the last
baby born in what used to be the old Queens
(how fitting!) Hospital . (now Mercy) in
Longfellow Square. Raised in Bucksport, he
left as soon as he could. Though he has lived
in New York , Boston, Chicago , Dallas, San
Francisco , Los Angeles, Mexico City ,
Phoenix , and probably some other places
which have slipped his m.ind, he always
returned to Maine.
Who is that man who wrote the play loved
by the Symposium crowd and trashed by
Mary Snell? Elze attempted to find out.
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get through the night. So Eric moved into
the apartment next door about two and a half
y_ears ago . This little honey that he's got
now...
DE: ..• is like Gene.
BB: Bingo. He's from Canada and I hear
he's being deported . They're down ac the
other end of State Street. They got an apartment together. When ~hat happened, it was
either murder or suicide. I felt absolutely
betrayed . "How can you?!? W~'re
forever! " All that stuff that ' s -i"n the pl~y I
really felt. I went to a friend of mine who ' s
a psychiatrist and I said l 've got to get into
therapy because I'm gening really really sick
over this mess . He recommended this
wonderful man I've been seeing on a weekly basis . My therapist knew my interest in
theatre and in writing . As an exercise. I
started writing scenes between Eric , myself
and Eric's lover.
·
DE: Without the intention of writing a
play, but simply writing scenes for
therapy?
BB: Right. I did " Bern" last year with the
Gay People's Alliance and I loved it. It was
such a high being back on stage. So I was
feeling around about what was going to happen with Symposium and I thought , "Let's
do a play ." I got together with Phil and he
asked Iile what I'd like to do for a play and
I just pulled out this "Mrs. James Dean "
idea.

cutting Mary's hair for the past four years
that she is a trifle butch . And she's very_
direct. She's more masculine than I am.
Now that's not saying much. But if she was
dealing with that issue in her mind, "Mrs.
James Dean" would be the last thing she
could sic through. Somewhere in that review
she said gay people would be offended by
the stereotypes. Stereotypes!! There were so
many different types of faggots in "Mrs.
James Dean" - which one was the
stereotype!? And she said something about
the implied sexual activity offending people!
The biggest _gay audience we had was during Symposium. The audience was probably Q,I
60 % gay . That's the night I got two standing ovations. These people who would be
offended gave me two standing ovations! '¢
They weren 't offended. She was offended. f
It pushed her buttons.
DE: Are you dealing with relationships
differently, doing differently?
BB: I'm ready again. I will allow myself
to be vulnerable. I put up a wall a mile high
has recently become an issue. Not one ·
after Eric_. There was always, "He'll .be incredible new warmth from some of the
I've
cut
for
straight,
macho
men
whose
hair
member
of my family - my three sisters,
back . I know he ' ll be back. He can't
my brother, my parents - came to the play
possibly mean this . We ' ll always ·be quite some time, and a respect that I never
and I'm confronting them with all that now.
together. " He's gone. He really is gone. But knew before. There's a policeman whose
DE: What did you like most about
now , I want to be married. I like being mar- hair I cut and suddenly he talks and chit
ried . I prefer being faithful. I prefer having chats and makes gay jokes - affectionate "Mrs. James Dean" and what would you
a person to come home to, to care for , to ones - and I get much arm around the have changed if anything?
BB: I liked the last scene of Act II and all
love me. It ain 't easy when you ' re in your shoulder these days. It's wonderful. People
forties to find somebody who will put up think it was very "ballsy" of me to do the of Act III. That was so consciously written
play as a cathartic experience. I think that's - starting with David showing up and
It gave me the confidence to write more ... I'm
what they admire , and the accomplishment George · is drunk, and their argument
regardless of its subject matter. . _
writing to beat shit these days and loving every
escalating and erupting into physical
Another thing since "Mrs. James Dean"
violence and then the lull, and then the thing
minute.
- my sex life could be phenomenal if I had
with Gene and the shooting. A lot of the play
DE: At what point did your scenes turn with you , especially with my antics. But I'm
time. It's like being a Kansas City Star, a
is written in meter. People aren't aware. It's
into a play in your mind? And, what did really looking for a lover now big frog in a small pond.
that
good , dammit. It's got a beat to it { a
writing the play and getting it produced consciously.
__,
DE: You earlier said, "I'm well out of pace that 's written into the script.
do for you?,
DE: By writing the play you worked out
the closet now." Did you have at any time
And I adored the character of Taxi. Taxi ~
BB : When I knew I could get it produced
some of your stuff around Eric. What else
in your life difficulty accepting your
had to be there for somebody to get ahold
it turned into a play in my head . It's an enor- did the play do for you?
gayness?
of George because George was out of hand.
mous effort to write a play. I don 't think I
BB : It gave me confidence to write more.
BB: Gay men didn 't have gay friends in
Somebody
stronger than George. And then
would have done it unless I knew it would
People always told me I wrote good dialogue
the 50's, early 60's, in my experience. You
there's a certain type of gay brother I have
be produced . And..-when I realized I could
when I was writing fiction and novels . But
had fuck buddies. You didn't hang around Ialways admired - the obvious ones. Taxi
anually get this thing on stage 1 worked like I neve r wrote a play. With-" Mrs . James
certain types who were " obvious" because
say s at the end of his monologue , speaking
a madman on it. lt kept-me sober. Like Taxi
Dean, '' people keep t1ashing on the
you had t o protect your job. You just didn't
of
David, " I like him. I-te 's beautiful. But
says to Becky in Act lll, "Whose catharsis
dialogue. A theatre major told me the condiscuss it. It was much more taboo than it_ David's the kind of "gay bro" who never
is this , any way ?" lt was a cathartic exversation sounded like it was being spoken
is now - and a helluva lot more interesting,
hangs around my kind anyway on account
perience for me.
for the first ti1rie when he was hearing it.
I might add . I like it dirty and sleazy. I've
of
I'm obvious. " .That brought the house
I always wanted Eric and I to be back
I love that. 1 have other things in the works
denied my gayness at certain periods of down. Every gay man out there knew extogether again . We work together very well
and it's given me the impetus to go ahead
on projects. We' w worked on so many over and do it . It's one thing to sit and dream
I actually did "Bent" and I didn't get drunk
the years . He built the sets for the show .
about doing things and it 's another thing to
through the whole rehearsal or any performance and
And we still play all kinds of games with
actually sit down and face the work and do
each other . Next week we ' re .going antiquit. In order to take on that task, you have
I was -so proud.
ing together. Anytime I need transportation
to believe you can accomplish it, that you time. I've had long extended affairs with actly what Taxi was talking about. These are
- 1 don't drive a car - I call Eric. He 'll
can do a good job . I believe that now . I'm women while having sex with men on the the Charlie Howards out there wJio are
come to the shop and just sit and have a cup
writing to beat shit these days and loving . side - keeping it dirty and sleazy. young front-runners. They take the brunt of
of coffee while I work. We don't have to
every minute.
homophobia everyday. Taxi was a comgay people today almost can't grasp that.
talk really . I don't know what's going to
DE: Did you ever have any fiction
Until Eric I was a total hypocrite about posite. Lydia was a composite also. I have
happen with me and Eric. We just won 't let
published?
•
the gay thing. I would indulge in it, but in- a lot of rich lady drinking buddies. You can
each other go . We're trying to find some
BB : Years and years. and years ago in the .stead of it being a lifestyle, it was a sex life. call them any time. They're always up for
way to continue our life together without beold Evergreen Review published by Grove As I've matured I've realized being gay is a drink and some good conversation.
ing lovers.
Press. It was one of those literary magazines more than a sex life; it' s a lifestyle.
DE: Did you have a Taxi?
For awhile it was impossible. When Eric
in the 60's. I got so many rejection slips .
BB: No . By the way, Mary Snell referDE: How recent for you is that accepand his lover first got together, I almost atI was fond of covering the refrigerator with tance, that comfortableness with being red to Taxi as a totally unnecessary
rejection slips . But when l started getting gay?
tacked his lover one day. I just hated him.
character. It was part of that diatribe she did .
I couldn't see how Eric could go from
two or three layers , I gave up writing. LookBB : It happened somewhere with Eric. I when she said the play _does not relate to our
somebody intellectually active to somebody
ing back on it , I had nothing to say. I hadn 't remember we were out on Long Island in lives. Whose lives!?! Here we go again with
intellectually dormant, so I thought. But now
lived. I hadn't done anything . Now that I'm Casco Bay when he came out to his family.
homophobia, like my life doesn't even
l have opened up my kind heart. I'm betan old fart I've got a few things to say. I He took me to his parents' summer cottage exist!!
ter. I even spoke to his lover today. But I
dare speak now. I'm well out of my closet and we spent awhile there before they arDE: I was on the flo~r roaring when you
was doing weird things to make· sure Eric
now . And, for the first time in my life, in- rived. Then the family showed up and they walked out wearing the shirt with the
. would still be in my life. ·I was paying his
cidentally also from the play, I know what wanted to know what the hell this relation- bullet hole and the blood still on it. It was
lover $ IO an hour to sweep the floors and
homophobia is about. I never knew before.
ship was about. " You two have been out on very believable to me at that point in the
paint manicure tables. I ·would take them to
If it was there, I dict'n 't want to see it. I didn't this island for over a month. What have you - play.
lunch and to dinner, $75 dinners! I was cutwant to deal with it.
BB: We hold to our wounds. We love our
been doing?! There are no girls around!"
ting his lover's hair for free. I was making
DE: liow did that come about as a He told them. I remember we w~re on the wounds. They define us . Sometimes we put
sure that if I ~d him there, then Eric would
result of the play?
dock and he was seeing his sister off who up with a lot of pain because it's familiar.
be there , too.
BB: I had three women - Cumberland had a really hard time accepting it. The sun I have ·a scar that goes from here to here
DE: That desperation and obsessiv.eness
Foreside-really-top-drawer people - who I was setting and it was all very golden, and which I almost love.
really came across in· the play. I also
DE: From what? A suicide attempt?
see on a weekly basis cancel their standing Eric just looked so beautiful and noble. Sudthought you captured alcoholic behavior
BB: Yes, Hari-kari in San Francisco. The
appointments because "they never knew. " - denly "coming qut" gained an incredible
perfectly. l think Mary Snell missed that
They felt deceived . To be surprised that nobility to me. I respected him so much. I first time was here in Portland, but in San
in her review.
your hairdresser is gay!! I mean , really!! I could see how "coming out" could· be an Francisco I made it. I was pronounced dead
BB : She didn't understand . People keep
was baffled.
on arrival with this big old butcher knife
ennobling experience.
ta1king about how the play really pushed
sticking
out of me. I left my body. I watched
I think the Snell review was screaming
DE: What's your relationship like with
people 's buttons because it dealt so candidthem butterfly me from the ceiling of the
homophobia. It 's very natural and normal your family? Do they appreciate you?
ly with so many different iss·ues. I'm just
for me to be gay. It' s not a topic of converBB: As long as we don't discuss my be- operating room. I felt sorry for myself, so
candid anyway. I'm always surprised when
sation with everybody. Do you talk about ing gay , it's fine. They've never appreciated · I went back. I was 36 years-old and drinkpeople hold back. So many people don't feel
breathing al! the time? I just don 't discuss anytlting I've ever done. None of it. They're ing a fifth of gin a day and doing an enorthey can speak freely about their feelings,
it. There's so many different things to talk simple folk in Bucksport. My father is a mous amount of cocaine. This nose #came
about what tlley're thinking. I know from
about with people. I've suddenly found an retired mill worker. As a matter of fact, this from my ear. I couldn't stop.
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DE:. When did you stop and why?
BB: I went through this homophobic program at Mercy Hospital three years ago. It's
awful. They put you through this familyoriented program that does nothing but talk
about your husband or wife and children.
I walked out of it after two weeks. I had a
boyfriend visit me. I had no family here in
Portland. This nurse came up and wanted
to know if he was involved with my family .
I said, " No, he' s a friend of mine ." He had
to leave. I said, "Wait, I'll go with you. "
I had gone in to the hospital to have a hernia done and I showed up for surgery at one
o '.clock in the afternoon drunk. They had me
speak with someone from the alcohol progra,n. I was confronted with the alcoholism.
I already knew I was an alcoholic . I had tried
to dry out in San Francisco but Eric
wouldn't stop and it was impossible for me
to not drink when my lover was drunk. We
· really were bad towards the end. We almost
had to be shit-faced to stand each other.
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pointment back and I think she was surrewriting it now using a word proprised I took her back and she apologized cessor: I'm making it into a two-act play.
for what she had said.
The first two acts have been combined. I'm
Being a gay alcoholic is a double stigma. fine-tuning it.
You're supposed to go into these group
DE: What else are you writing now?
therapy sessions and be very upfront, but More plays?
you're getting homophobia from the other
BB: Two. plays.
patients, from some of the staff, and the staff
DE: At once? '
doesn't. stick up for you . And they're not
BB: two plays and a novel , It depends on
even aware of it. That program is great for where my head is at. I want to write all the
middle-aged, middle-class, alcoholic, time . I'm not always in the mood for
straight white men.
"Winter Flowers," · which is one play , or
When I'm drunk I become an arrogant, " Little Teasers," which is the other, or this
totally impatient son-of-a-bitch . I designed unnamed book, but I'm always in the mood
the Sun Tavern in Portland which is now for one of the three.
DE: Can you share what they're about?
part of Horsefeathers. A couple friends and
I built this huge sun. I drank too much at
BB: When I'm working on something I
the opening night party and. was asked to don't like to talk about it because it saps my
leave. " How dare you ask me to leave! I creative energy . ' 'Little Teasers'' take place
designed this place!'' I had a Black Russian in a bar after it closes. It's a long one-act
in my hand and as I went by the stained play between a lesbia.n and a hustler. The
glass, I let it have it. People don 't put up . lesbian is trapped in the bar because she
with that crap for very long. The drinking passed out under a table and it closed and
the hustler brealcs into the bar to rob the
jukebox and they confront each other. It ' s
about their evening together.

When r knew I could get it produced it turned into
a play in my head~
I was doing nicely until about two months
ago. I just got myself back into AA so I
should be OK. In AAyou get a white chip
if you ' re new or coming back. I have so
many. I don't even bother with the chip club
now. I just go and try to keep going . It ain't
easy . I have a big problem with humility.
There' s a Gay AA meeting that is excellent.
Any AA meeting will help.
As of today I no longer cut the hair of the
administrators from Mercy ' s program. A
week ago one came into the shop. When I
was in the program they asked , "What
would you like to do that you can' t do
··::.trunk? " I always wanted to get back into
theatre. That was my biggest reason because
that meant I could take on the responsibility of a character. Lo and behold , I did
" Bent. " I actuall)'.:did "Bent" and I didn't ·
get drunk through the whole rehearsal or any
performance and I was so proud. AJ'!d they
didn't come to see me. They promised they
would.
Then a year goes by and I'm seeing these
people every four or five weeks to cut their
hair and they know what I'm writing. One
of them had read some of it as I was working on it because their inerest was in the
alcohol aspect. Tqey'd say , "I can hardly
wait. . . Got to see this . .. Putting this on our
calendar. '' And she told me last week none
of them went. I did that goddamned play
nine times and they couldn ' t make it to one
performance! She came in today . She had
an appointm~t with me and I didn't take the
appointment. This wonderful woman who
- \\'orks with me took the appointment. I did
not want to do her hair. I'm at the point in
my professional h.µrcareer where ifl don 't ·
want to do somebody , that's fine. I've got
ten people over here who are coming right
up. And a homophobe - forget it!! I'm not
going to be second-cJass ever again . That
hurts. I said to her , "I'm really not comfortable doing your hair anymore and tell
that to the others . ''

•
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continued to get bad. My two friends went
off and made Phoenix. Eric and I decided
to go to San Francisco because, after all ,
"our problem was Portland. " We worked ·
our asses off to establish ourselves and we
did very well . But then the drinking came
up again and dow the tubes we went.

DE: Did you stay sober during "Mrs.
James Dean"?
· BB: No. Some. days I'd leave rehearsal
and head right for the nearest vodka . The
stress. I just wanted that cloudy soft buzz
because there was so much to deal with all
the time . I never drank the day of a performance, or before a rehearsal, but after. And
here we're dealing with a play that's talking about over-indulgence and abuse , and
that cast was the "party-ing-est" cast I think
I've ever worked with.

DE: How did you start Uptown?
BB: When I came back to Portland I took
a teaching job at Head Hunter School and
I hated teaching . I'd end up taking the tools
and doing it myself. I'm known here in
Portl2nd in the hairdressing community and
I put out the word through the supply houses
that I was looking for a chair. I didn't care
which shop it was in. I was going to sit home
by the phone and go to the highest bidder.
I ended up in a place in South Portland for
three years, but it wasn 't my kind of shop.

This dear friend of mine told me he'd back
me if I ever - wanted to open my own
business . After I had a complete blow-up
with the ownl!r of the South Portland place,
I went to him and he gave me the money
to open Uptown in May of last year. I just
sold it . 1'11 continue to work there. I'm not
a business-type. I can't even balance my
clieckbook. What am I doing running a
business? It takes away from my writing
time . I'd rather leave it when I leave instead
of bringing it home in that damn briefcase.
As far as the clientele are concerned,
nothing changes.

DE: So your life has really been in a
state of change since the play.
BB: You bet your ass.

DE: Is that because of the play?
. BB: I feel so good about me for the first
time in a long time . When I get dumped by
a lover, I feel like a piece of shit and start
treating myself like a piece of shit. And , being an alcoholic , "I don't need any help."
The play did work as a cathartic experience
for me and I suddenly find myself feeling
good about myself when I wake up in the
morning . I got rid ofall my dining room furniture. I never like it, but it just sat there .
Well, I'm going out and buying a whole new
set. And I'm having this whole place repainted. I want my world to reflect the
change in me. Selling my business. Getting
my priorities in order. My first priority is
to stay sober and to be creative. I can't have
one without the·other, as it turns out. I can 't
be creative and drunk . When I'm really
creative and doing good things people like,
I don't want to get drunk .

DE: Though I laughed a lot, it was also
tremendously painful watching "Mrs.
James Dean,"- watching what was happening to you. I can probably answer this
question myself. I'm puzzled by the fact
that here you were acting out on stage all
of this pain and alcoholic insanity, and
you started drinking during the play.
How does that fit?
BB : Welcome to alcoholism .

·

DE: I thought that was the answer.
BB: The most natural thing for me to do
is to drink.

DE: That's right - whether you're acting out a painful play about drinking or
about something else.

BB : That's addiction. I would drink
knowing how sick and tired I would be the
next day . I have a problem with low selfesteem. The low self-esteem is getting to be
absurd . It' s like I'm of two minds now . It's
hard to get standing ovations and believe
you ' re a piece of shit. We're 90 % sure
" Mrs. James Dean" is going to 9pen in San
Francisco. That doesn ' t play into my low
self-esteem . The actors loved the script
because it was naturally flowing and,
,.therefore, easy to memorize. They'd talk
about what a great script it was and I'd go ,
I've be~n getting really impatient with
"It is!?!" But I knew damned well it was
' homophobia lately. There's another woman, · because I've seen so many scripts myself as
a fundamentalist, born-again Christian. Our
an actor.
Paper comes to the shop and they don't last
DE: What is the plan for the play now?
long because we do a lot of gay people. But
BB: I worked with Michael Stuart as his
there's usually one hanging around . And the
assistant when he wrote "George M."
thing about Charlie Howard was in. This
which was on Broadway for a very short
woman said something like, " I think they
time . That was his least known show. He
should load them all on a barge and take
also wrote "Hello, Dolly" . He told me that
them out in the bay and dump them. I
someday I would write my own script and
_.. wouldn ' t let one near me. " And here I'm
I should send him a copy when I did. So I
combing her hair! So I said to her, "I know
did . He freaked. He loved it. And he gave
you've had one touch you every Friday at
it to a young producer who's doing a lot of
two o'clock for the past four years." Well, things Off-Broadway. He loved the script,
she was just absolute stone, the face white.
but since a lot of scripts read well, he wanted
I combed her hair and combed her hair unto see how it performed. He came up from
til it was flawless. And I'm sure she went
New York and saw it and loved all those
home and shampooed it. There is an
things Mary Snell hated. Because it's a-gay
epilogue. She came back and she has been
play he felt it would open well in San Frana peach, but I didn't see her for six weeks.
cisco. We'd also like to have it iri New
She called one day wanting her standing apYork.

I dare speak now.
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From Making Light to
Making Waves
Laughing With Kate Clinton
by Elze
Kate Clinton , notoriou s les bi a n
" fumerist" (as .she likes to' be called ever
since her fingers slipped one day while typing out "feminist" and "humorist") and
" recovering Catholic", had a large contingent of Maine 's gay and lesbian com~
munity literally rolling in the aisles during
a performance at the Twelfth Annual Maine .
Lesbian and Gay Symposium in May .
Of her two comedy albums, " Making
Light" (1982) and " Making Waves"
(1984), both on her own label, WhysCrack
Records , the latter holds the distinction of
being the " Official Comedy Record of the .
1984 Olympic Swim Team " . (Says who??)

DE: You've been doing comedy ''on the
circuit'' since 1981. How has your comedy
. changed over the years, or, between "Making Light" and " Making Waves " ?
KC: " Making Waves " is more activist
than the passive incandescence of "Making
Light," more of an active thing in the world
- talking to larger audiences . And that's
how I've changed, too . People say to me,
" When are you going to go mainstream?"
I think I started at " the mainstream," the
Lake Itasca of the Mississippi River. I'm going off in other directions and doing more
than just lesbian audiences, though I started
with lesbian audiences. That was the best

Whenever I get a little dull, I just think of things in
the Catholic Church and I'm off.
Clinton's Maine audience was delighted
to hear she worked as a camp counselor in
Bridgton , Maine the summer before her
· senior year in high school. Kate , however ,
would really rather forget that time in her
life because , much to her chagrin, her
weight went up to 192 pounds because " I
met a girl and we were both Catholics and
instead of eating each other' we ate peach
cobbler., whole chocolate pies ... '' ·
Clinton loves to "homosexually
challenge' '·:people with her routines. Commenting on those folks who begin their
response to her.performance with
not
gay, but ... ," she says-: "When you ·c an get
someone to give a heterosexual disclaimer
before they tell you how much they liked
your show, that's powerful stuff."
During her brief stay in Portland, Clinton was interviewed by Our Paper staffer
Elze.
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start. I gained strength and insight.
DE: When you say " activism, " do you
mean political activism?
KC: Yes. Encouraging people to be more
politically active . I do a workshop in which
we talk about the ways you can use humor
in the world - like Ladies Against Women .
I encourage women to share stories of things
they've done which have worked for them
in dealing with; say, harassment at work,
or when we get a particular line, what's a
good comeback. In that sense I mean activism - using humor in the world. The
more I travel around and talk like .r do to
wider audiences, it's encouraging toJesbi.ans
to know they can speak that way and not die.
DE: What can humor accomplish in the
world?
KC: At times you can get yourself so
talked into a corner and become so serious
(and ·"serious" is more valued in this

- Free Initial Appointment

culture), and to show you're really serious
you "out-serious" everybody else - when, · wrote comedies and tragedies and they were
in fact, what could move the situation along destroyed. People are very, very open in
is a light remark. I don't mean the kind that's moments of humor . They're very
deflective and that ignores the situation so vulnerable. They open themselves to havthat nothing ever happens, but the kind that's . ing things come in and they make a pact that
insightful. In political activism we need to they'll have a physical reaction. That's very
use imaginative, humorous approaches.
dangerous. I believe that's why comedy is
DE: Using humor in a way that breaks on late at night, why there's no Oscar for
down barriers between people, rather than comedy writing.
at the expense of someone, so that soinething
It took me a very long time to write comvery human may happen between people edy. To consider myself a writer and then
with very opposing views. That's real hard . to consider myself a comedy writer was very
KC: Yes, it is hard, but comedy would difficult. It's not something that ' s rebe less hard if people did not keep going warded . Certainly in the early feminist
around saying it's real hard. It has a "bad circles in which I traveled it was not re- ·
rep " because it's so dangerous. Aristotle

continued on page 12
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KC: I'm. sure you've heard me say t~is
before. I say that I'm a feminist and that
means two things. It 's an admission that
women are oppressed and, secondly, that the
oppression must end. So, I look at all the
things that oppress women . That's where I
get a lot of my material. Whenever I get a
little dull, I just think of things in the
Catholic Church and I'm off. And, "that the
oppression must end" means . to me a
celebration of women 's culture. I have the

!!!!!
.

change minds, to make them think, to move
the revolution along . I think I would have
been very furious and squelched ifl hadn ' t
found it. ,
My mom was v~ry sick for a number of
years and she just died in December. I think
my ability to do that work and the joy I get
from it really helped me deal with her iilness. The real challenge for me now is to
do exactly what I've always said - which
is that comedians don ' t necessarily write

In that sense I mean activism - using humor in the
world ... it's encouraging to lesbians to know they can
speak that way and not die.

Photo: Elze

Kate Clinton

continued from page 11
warded. We 've looked at everything else
and have said, "Why do they warn us about
this? ," and we say, " OK, we'll embrace
it. " Well , we've been wa~ned against comedy, too, and therein lies a statement about
its power and .its difficulty . But it's easier
than you think.
It is difficult in that it's easy to judge a
comedian since the intention is to get a
physical reaction - be it smiling or
laughing . Most of the time you can't judge
a poet by the physical reaction of the audience . But, it's also easy to judge yourself
and make yourself better. You can say ,
"Well, that didn't work. I'll change the
line. '' I think comedy is a skill we all have.
Tve met women everywhere I've gone who have been, in conversatioh in their community , "the funny woman." When I go
places I always like to have a local woman
who is a comedian open for me.
DE: What 's your process for developing
and writivg material?
)

.
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wonderful advantage of traveling around to
different women's communities and seeing
what 's happening . I write down funny things
I read or one-liners I think of on 3x5 cards.
I carry them with me all the time. And then
I might have a topic I want to talk about.
I do a piece about weight beqmse it 's certainly been a concern in my life and because
I travel to a lot of colleges and there's a
phenomenal statistic that 20% of college
women have eating disorders.
. I'm always writing. When I'm home ,
that's what I do . I write material as ifl were
saying it on the stage. From three or four
years of practice in knowing how to set up
a line so it gets a laugh, I know how to write
it. I'm continually surprised at what people
laugh at. It's never boring from one night
to the next.

from adversity. You can write from fullness
and joy ii) your life and that 's what I'm trying to do. I feel the world is completely open
to me now ; anything is a topic. And that 's
a way my comedy has changed. When I first
started I only wanted to talk about " lesbian
things " . But I used to be able to look at a ·
routine and I'd say, " Well, this is lesbian
material and· this is not. " But now it 's that
I am a lesbian in the world and this is how
I see everything . I can't make the separation anymore, which to me is very exciting.
DE: Why did you think you were funny?
Was it hard for you to believe you could get
up on a stage and do it and get paid for it?
KC: When I was· very little I was
hysterical. I had two older brothers and it
was one way I found to get attention. Peopie laughed. I never really though I could

People are very, very open in moments of humor.
They're very vulnerable ... That's very dangerous.
DE: What function does comedy serve in
your life? How has it helped you grow?
KC: Comedy has really helped me. When
I first started to have my consciousness
raised I knew comedy really made a difference in rriy life. I knew I wanted to do
something about ending the oppression of
women. Comedy has given me the ability
to have a forum, to have an audience to
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make a living doing it. I suppose if that had
been my question, I never would have
started. But really, it's been very organic and orgasmic.
I go into it from a teacher point of view.
I taught for eight years . I value teaching.
That's how I approach comedy . The difference between teaching high school
English and what I do n<?W is not huge. The
skills I used to keep a class of seniors iu the
spring who've all been accepted at college
interested in whatever was happening were
very much the same as those I use now .
DE: Wl}at are'your plans;.and visions for
. your future?
KC: I want to get a moped. I'm doing two
shows that I shouldn't do because it's so
close to the National Women's Music
Festival. I'm calling it "The Moped
Weekend."
I plan to continue what I'm doing . To keep
widening the circle. We're going to do
another record and hope, to have it out in the
middle of August for the Michigan
Women's Music Festival. To do video and
get a video on to gay cable channels, and
straight and comedy channels. My intention
is to make people think and to laugh. There's
some very incredibly opening and blasting
moments of realization that happen in comedy. It's the most exciting w_ork I've ever
done.
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Breaking·Silence-A Methodist
Minister Speaks Out
by Rose Mary Denman
for me is strong enough to overcome their
neighbor, employer or teacher. The Job of
There was once a time when the term
other feelings . I continue to hope that somecoming out is never done. It is a way of life.
"coming out' '. was used in reference to those
day they will seek to look outside of their
For me, realizing my identity as a lesbian
female members of humanity whose parents
own cultural, church, family and societal
was something like finding.the last piece to
would throw their daughters a big to-do bash
narrowness toward a larger and broader
the
jig-saw
puzzle.
It
seemed
to
pull
together
in honor of their coming-of-age and entrance
understanding of who I am .
into the adult world of upper crust society.
all of the rest of the parts of my life. It was
Sharing my identity as a lesbian with other
Today, this same term "coming out" more
like having a new birthday! My lover was
lesbians, with gay men, with friends , and
readily refers to women and . men who
a student in another state at the time. We
even with family has been scary, but
choose to publicly acknowledge homosexhad been friends for five years, and she had
uality as their personal, political, social
spent the summer with me and my seven- · relatively easy. It is sharing my identity as
a lesbian with my. religious denomination
and/or sexual preference and lifestyle.
teen yepr old son. It was supposed to be a
that has been, and still is , the one thing that
"Coming out" is a relatively new ex- simple stop-gap for her until she could move,
keeps my stomach in knots. l am an orinto
the
school
dorm.
Our
relationship
as
perience for lesbians and.gay men. Perhaps
dained
United Methodist minister.
this is because, as Jill Johnston so aptly lovers began six months later when she came
There
are many lesbian and gay ministers
writes in Lesbian Nation : "I never said I was ''home'' during a semester break. Four
in
the
United
Methodist Church ... in every
a dyke even to a dyke because there wasn ' t months after, she left school and moved in
denomination I suppose. There are those
with
me.
a dyke in the land who thought she should
rare denominations and church communities
be a dyke or even that she was a dyke so ' Sharing the nature of our relationship with
, that readily accept the reality of homosexhow could we talk about it". We are now
my seventeen year old son and her thirteen
ual clergy. Unfortunately , the United
coming to a time in which we can realize
year old son, who lives with his father, was _Methodist Church is not among them. For
the wholeness which comes in naming
not really a traumatic experience for any of the most part, lesbian and gay clergy in my
ourselves and in celebrating our personhood us. My lover's son was already aware of the
denomination have chosen . to stay tightly
as a lesbian or gay man. Naming ourselves fact that his mother was a lesbian . My son
concealed in the closet. They are afraid I
as lesbians and gay men brings us closer to
was more pre-occupied with discovering his think, and I understand their fear. I share
a place of personal integration and further
own sexuality, and like many fearful peo- that fear with them. As it now stands, any
from the crazy, schizophrenic world of ple, wanted to know if homosexuality was
self-avowed practicing lesbian or gay man
"playing it straight".
hereditary!
who is an ordained minister in the United
We all have our "coming out" stories to
Methodist Church is subject to having his
At first I chose carefully from among my
tell . Some are funny, and even filled with
or her ordination and membership in Confriends those with whom I would share my
personal triumph. Others are not funny at
discovery. I was met with warm, loving, ac- ference recinded.
all , and even calling them to mind can bring
I cannot live precariously perched upon
cepting response . That was a wonderful ex,, back a tightness in our stomachs or tears to
perience every time it- happened . I was ac- this tightrope. I want to confront my
our _eyes. Our Paper, offers us a forum for
tually surprised when several of my friends denomination with its "un-Christlike"
sharing out stories, and a community with
told me that they had suspected it all along views and ultimatums. 1 want to make my
which to share, and identify ; and b!!come
anyway. I began to wonder why I seemed,
denomination see and understand how it
strong. Alone we can easily fall back into
crucifies its own! I am ,grateful for those
in some cases' to be the last to know!
accepting the closet as a safer place to live.
My parents' reaction was quite djfferent _brave few in my denomination such as my
Together we can not only throw open the
from that of my friends. They were, and still colleague, The Rev. Phil Palmer, who made
~ closet doors, but throw the damn things inare ,' horrified . It hurts to know that they feel a public stand at the recent legislative hearto antiquity where they belong.
so burdened . It also hurts to know .that , in ing on behalf of equal rights for lesbians and
their eyes , all that I have accomplished in gay men, and who haye not allowed
I want to share a part of my "wming out"
story with you . I want to do this because I
my life, all that they hav.e been so proud of themselves to become so much a part of the
about me, has been tarnished , and even system that they also become a part of the
believe that i.n sharing our weakness we all
become strong, and in sharing our strength
erased for them. Because we live several system' s cancerous ills.
hundred miles apart, it somehow seems · In order to be in a better position to conwe can all feel more free to also share our
easier to deal with their rejection. I continue front my denomination , or at least a safer
vulnerability . I can share only a part of my
coming out story with you because coming
to send cards on their birthdays , anniver- position, I have chosen to leave parish
sary , and other special occasions . I guess ministry and move to Portland to begin a
out is an on-going process , a way of life,
that I believe that in time they will come to private practice in counseling . As a pari sh
something that happens every time we enrealize that my love for them and their love minister , I was paid a salary in addition to
counter a new acquaintance , co-worker,

housing and all utilities. I may be crazy, but
I'm -not stupid . When the powers-that-be
become aware of my stand, I do not want
to lose my job, my home and all of those
other fringe benefits in one fell swoop!
Fighting for my ordination and membership
in the Conference will be battle enough
without needing to be burdened with sudden eviction from job and home at the same
time.
I am excited about the new life that 1
began here in Portland with my lover last
month. I am excited about- the new possibilities that lie ahead for both of us as we
seek !o form new careers, new friendships,
and a new home. I am also aware of my own
fragileness and vulnerability . When the London Bridge of the United Methodist Church
comes falling down around me, I am going
to need all the support and warmth I can
find. Wouldn't it be wonderful if the day
would come when all those lesbian and gay
ministers who are out there would throw
open the closet door with me! Me thinks our
bishop wouid be most surprised to know our
numbers!
COME
OUT,
COME
OUT,
WHEREVER YOU ARE!

OPfti~ ~~·~
96 COURT ST.
Antique 6 Curio Shop
TEL. 782-0638 • AUBURN, ME.

Open: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
Sunday s 12-5

,

featuring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,'
art nouveau, vintage
clothing, and jewelry

4th
Annual

A Tl -UES

M
A
I
N
E

LARGEST

SELECTION

OF

PLANT S & FLOWERS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

FESTIVAL
August 10 & 11
At the Fairgrounds
Union, Maine
•
300 Dealers Maine's largest Antique Show

•
Indoor & Outdoor
Rain or Shine
Fully Catered

$2.00 Per Person
$1.75 With This Card

8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday .
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday
130 St. John Street,
Portland, Maine 04102

(297) 761-1580
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Ask Inanna
THE TEST CAN BEALMOST
ASDEVASTATINGAS THE DISEASE

/nanna was a Sumerian goddess who was
not afraid of looking at the dark side of
herself in order to become empowered.
Because of her willingness to go down into
the depths of the darkness within her size
found new life, new strength and new power.
Each of us is challenged, like /nanna , to look
within ourselves for the resources of strmglh
arid wholeness. This column offers our
readers the opportunity to share their dilemmas with lnanna. We encourage you to send
letters to lnanna through Our Paper, P. 0 .
Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. This column will be featured in each month's edition of Our Paper.
Dear Inanna,

The new rest
for anl!bodies ro the
''AIDS virus" doesn't rel/
you very much of anything. Ir
only indicates rhar you have been
exposed ro rhe virus. What ,r can do
is frightening
Imagine, ,f your health insurance company found our rhar your
rest came back pos,rive, they might cancel your policy. Even your job
and home may be ar risk.
Names might be reported ro. the govemmenr and find their way onto a
master !isl
. In face desperately needed research is being hindered because the federal
govemment refuses to guarantee confidentiality. So, tf you do take the tesc make
sure you get a guarantee in writing that your name and the results of your test
won't everJ;e released to anyone.
·Otherwise, our advice is, stay away from the test It's bad news.
>
GMHC Hotline 212-807-6655

onsoredb GMHC 0 GMHC 1985 Model.'JohnButke

Because my immediate family is so
geographically scattered, we make an effort
to come together for a reunion every year.
This year my siblings and I will be holding
our reunion without my mother. She refuses
to attend because my lover will be going
with me . How guilty should I feel?
Sincerely ,
Guilty or NOL Guilty
Dear Not Guilty ,
Parent issues are almost always a problem
for lesbian and gay couples, You are choosing to remain an active member of your
family, and are to be commended for your
efforts. Your mother, however, is choosing
to exclude herself from this reunion, pro~
bably as a sign of her disapproval of your
-lifestyle and relationship . Just · as your
mother is not responsible for your choices
in life, so you too are not responsible for
hers. I hope that you and your lover have
a wonderful. time at the reunion. Who knows
- maybe once Mom hears about aJl that she
has missed, she may regret her decision not
to attend.

Dear lnanna,
My lover and I had what I thought was
a perfect relationship for over a year. We
bought each other thoughtful gifts, spent all
of our free time together, and had a good
sex life. A few weeks ago he came home
and told me that it was over without any kind
of explanation . I was devastated! He stayed
away for days, and when he did c,ome home
it was only to get fresh clothing . I finally
moved out.
We see each other at the same bar quite .
often, but he won't talk to me . He acts as
if he doesn't even know me, except for the
one time he flaunted the fact that he was ·
wearing my expensive new leather vest that
I had forgotten in iny hasty retreat.
What should I do? I still love him and
don't know why we are apart. I'm afraid to
ask him about his reasons. It might really
be the end for us.
Confused and In Love
Dear Confused and In Love,
As difficult as it may be, it would seem
that your only alternative is to confront your
lover about his reasons for having ended the
relationship so quickly. It sounds as though
you may feel that not knowing is better than ·
knowing, yet . this relationship cannot be
mended unless you are both willing to be
open and communicative with one another.
If he continues to ignore your pleas to
discuss this matter, then perhaps this relationship is best placed in your past. L_psing
someone we love is always heartbr~aking,
but broken hearts do indeed mend with time.
You will come away from your struggles
with either a renewed relationship with your
lover or with a new wisdom that only comes
from the experience of having risked. Either
way, you are bound to be a more whole person because of this experience if you allow
it to teach you.

-·The---------~

Hitch·
Handcrafted Food

Open Year Around
Eat In • Take Out

646-9229

Corner of Rte. 1 and South Street, Wells

,
D CAFE

A Nf1GHBORH00

Mon. - Fri. 11:30 am - 2:30 pm

Lunch -

Dinner-Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Fri. - Sat. 5:30 pm - 10:00 pm
Brunch -

Sat. & Sun. 9:00 am - 2:30 pm

The Outdoor Cafe is now open!

396

FORE ST.

'. 207) 772 -4137

Glass Roots

~~/?~
·'\~
:-<

Window Crye tale & Cryetal Jew111ry:/
___::--'
.. •
P.O. Box 5040 Station A
{ '!" ' , •
Portland, He. 04101 77)~877 .... . _
·
Retail & Wholeeale brochurn - aend S A S E ~ ,
Glaea Roote Cryetala &re avallable &t
.._
the following Portland locat1ona1
Q
Our Books - 4 Pine St.
~
Wise Woman Books - Woodford• Comar
-s'.s,
~e Cryetal Grotto - 10 Exchange St.
Puahcart - outside at Congrasa & Hi~
()()
~
a portlo[\ of inc<llla goes to not-for-profit
groups and project,,

11,

PORTLAND , MAINE 04101

1

THE

WE__QT

l9IDE

51 PINE STREET• PORTUND IIAINE
(207)' num

THE GOOD EGG CAFE
705 Congress Street
773 · 0801
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·Lesbigay Net\Vork
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME
04401.
989-3306
Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401

Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Bowdoin Gay /Straight Alliance
~owdoin College
Brunswick 0_4011
Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston , Me. 04240

GLM (Gais et Lesbienn'es de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B. , Canada
Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101
Free To Be Group
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 215
Augusta, Me. 04330

Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00
pm, South Bangor Lounge, second floor,
Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine,
Orono.

MONDAt"S
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Churcli,
Portland.

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization Saint John)
·
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9

Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat' I Assoc. of Social
Workers
780-4120

UMF/Gay and Straight People ' s Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Bolt 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Greater Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401

Web Work
Box 131-D
Calais 04619

TUESDAYS

THURSDAYS

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.

Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.

Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every . Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
Brunswick, call 729-9843 .

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition Gay /Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday ,
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30, 7:30 to 8:30 pm , First Parish Unitarian
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St. , Bangor. Universalist Church, 425 Congress St. ,
Portland .
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9
p.m. (except 1st Monday and holidays) . Our Paper staff meeting - every TuesUnitarian Universalist Church, 292 State day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) , Portland. New members are w~lcome.
call Mark 207-646-2748

Wednesdays

C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.

Jcl

_I

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

Meetings

Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the· month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.

I

P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 498-2088

Maine Lesbian Fem_inists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

SUNDAYS

l

Northern Lambda Nord

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101
Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portla.n d 04104

Bates Gay/Straight Alliance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240

1!

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

The Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
meets Monday evenings at 7:00 at the USM
Student Union , .92 Bedford St. , Portland.
For further information call 780-4085 or
772-4741.

AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesday ,
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (FeminisfHealth
Center) , Portsmouth, N.H. , 603-436-7588,
207-363-7648.
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesday of the month Fredericton, N.B.,. Canada

Friday, August 2
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St. ,
Ptld. Double meeting: A. When , when not ,
and why to come out. B. Cruising, come
ons , and rejection in light of an A.I.D.S.
cri.sis.

Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
I

CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.
AIDS Anxiety Discussion.:,Group meets
every other Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Our
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, 773-5540. See
inonthly calendar for dates.
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursd~y of
the month,- Bangor City Hall, 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A .S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ . of
ME ., Farmington
Womyn Who Write - second and fourth
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland , 780-4083 .

"Free To Bee" Gay / Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30.
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.
Gay People's-Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St.; Portland - open
meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9 :30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.

SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck, meeting, and dance
beginning at 6 pm. Unitarian Church, Main
St.

Free' To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewiston.
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers , meeting , starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday 9 pm
to I am. Unitarian Church, 126 Union St.

Calendar

Wednesday, July 31
" Heartlands", film followed by a discussion with Kristine Jones of Bowdoin College, 7 pm, Patton Free Library , 33 Summer St. , Bath.

FRIDAYS

Thursday, August 8

Sunday, August 18

Wednesday, August 28

Dr. August Valenti at AIDS discussion
group , 7 pm , Our Books , 4 Pine St. ,
Portland, 773-5540.

Cruise For Life, Casco Bay cruise sponsored by the Maine Health Foundation, 5:30
to 7 :30, to benefit the AIDS Hotline, $10,
advance ticket sales only.

" My Brilliant Career" , film followed by
a discussion with Marilyn Reizbaum of
Bowdoin College, ·7 pm, Patton Free
Library , 33 Summer St. , Bath .

Friday, August 16
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St. ,
Ptld . Introductory Discussion of Contemporary Feminism. Facilitated by Cyndie
Lamoreau .

j

Madeline Spadola ~,
M.S.Ed., R.S.A.C.
140 Washington Street
Camden, Maine 04843
(207) 238-9022

Friday, August 23
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St.,
Ptld . To-be-announced, or Gay Charades .

Couples Counseling, Childhood & Adolescents Problems,
Substance Abuse and Individual A y chotherapy

~

Counseling for gays, lesbians
their relatives and relationships

GARY S. RACE, M.S.
Marriage and Family Th erapy, Consullation
Registered Substance Abuse Counselor

Telephone:
775-2833

31Yi Exchange Street
Portland , Maine 04101

I

Frances E. (F.E.) Pentlarge, M.A.
Counselor

A ugusta, Me.
(207) 623-2349

